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ABSTRACT
The kinetics or chemical reaction had its inception
in 1S48 with wilhelmy* who measured the velocity of in
version of sucrose*

Thereafter its development has

taken place in rather distinctive steps*

In 1867 the

mass law was proposed by Guldberg and Waage, and
constituent probably the first contribution to theory*
The next concrete contribution to the development of
the theory was due to Arrhenius» who postulated the
activated complex and pointed out its significance in
rate determinations*
Thereafter the field was dormant until the
enunciation of the Lewie radiation hypothesis*

This

was followed in rapid succession by the work of
JLindemann, Daniels, Hice, Kassel, and a host of
experimentalists and theoreticians*

All this has

culminated in the present collision hypothesis which
begins to take shape and theoretical significance in
terms of che theory of absolute reaction rates bused
on the work of London and gyring*
The thermal decomposition of isoprox^yl chiorocarbonate has been observed in the gas phase between
180® and 220® C*

Both static and flow methods were

used in the investigation.

Experiments utilizing the
vi

static method ©t Choppin, yrediani , and Kirby indicated
that decomposition into more than two molecules occurred,
the final pressures being 2*5 times the initial*

The

reaction has been found to be heterogeneous to fresh
pyrex glass surfaces*
The reaction products are carbon dioxide, isopropyl
chloride, propylene and hydrogen chloride*

The yield

of carbon dioxide is quantitative whereas the propylene
and hydrogen chloride production are equivalent to 5263 % of the decomposed chlorocarbonate •
Since the ome parameter, (total pressure) which
could be determined by the static method, was insuf
ficient to allow satisfactory calculation of the rate
of decomposition and evaluation of the mechanism by
which it occurred, the major part of the investigation
has employed the flow method*
In connection with the flow method, an analytical
technique for the determination of isopropyl chlorocarbonate in the presence of hydrogen chloride has been
devised*

The vapor pressure of isopropyl chlorocarbonate

has been determined as a function of temperature, and
may be expressed by the equations
logiQ pm

s 3*128

- 1976 AV

,

In order to evaluate properly the first order rate
constant from the observed flow data, the following
vii

equatioa has been derived*
S +M-USI m

_i_ - U g U a J E

where ”k£ is the first order rate constant) MFM is the
fraction of reactant decomposed, iWi** is the number of
particles produced on decomposing one molecule, nP M is
the reaction pressure 9 wp 77 is the vapor pressure (partial
pressure) of the reactant, WQ° is the measured flow rate,
WT0M is the temperature ox the carrier gas at the flow
meter,

is the reaction temperature, and nVrce^xw

is the reaction cell volume*
It has been shown that in experiments- utilizing the
flow method, where a heavily coated reaction vessel was
employed at all times, the reaction is homogeneous and
first order*

The rate constant of the reaction may be

expressed by the following equivalent equationst
4* 915 x

10

® e~26380/RT

jr - i_T e-15.14/R e-26380/BT
h
Interpretation of the experimental evidence has
indicated that lsopropyl chloro carbonate undergoes two
simultaneous decompositions*

i-C^OCOCl --- ►i-CgH^GCGCl 4- C02*
i-C3H70C0CL

► €3% + HC1 + CGg*

Under the experimental conditions these reactions
viii

appeared to have approximately equal rates*
Comparison of the decomposition with that of
ethyl chloro carbonate has been made, and structural
considerations based on dipole moment studies have
been used to postulate a satisfactory mechanism*
This mechanism has been Interpreted in terms of the
theory of absolute reaction rates*

ftaeh reaction

involves the formation of an activated complex of a
ringlike configuration*

This indicates an entropy

loss on activation, and results in & low frequency
factor as was observed.

Kach reaction proceeds by

a smooth intramolecular rearrangement of the activ
ated complex, to yield lsopropyl chlorocarbonate in
the one case, and to split out hydrogen chloride in
the other*
molecule*

Carbon dioxide is then ejected from the
This mechanism has been shown to agree

with the experimental facts and to be compatible with
the relevant theoretical considerations*

ix

INTRODUCTION
Only 1b the last few decades has the influence of time
on chemical processes become sufficiently understood so
that clear conceptions of the phenomena may be formulated.
Numerous factors which have no influence on the nature
or quantity of end products tend to complicate the inter
mediate stages of the process*

To furnish a knowledge

of these factors» and to evaluate their effect on actual
processes is one of the duties of physical chemistry.

It

is evident that consideration in terms of classical thermo
dynamics , dealing only with equilibrium is inadequate •
For these reasons reaction kineticsy which purposes to
study these intermediate stages» and the influence of the
various factors which affect the ratef become b at once
a difficult and a fascinating field.
One of the direct approaches to the problem lies
in the field of gas reactions, where complicating solvent
effects are absent, and where the useful temperature
ranges are much broader*

In addition the mathematical

theory of gases is available in a far more completely
developed state than is true in the case for liquids.

'I’his

greatly facilitates the analysis and correlation of data.
1

2
The rapidly developing field of molecular statistics,
particularly for gases, gives promise of achieving the
the ultimate goal of kinetics, i. e., the prediction of
reaction rate© from first principles using known uni
versal molecular constants, such as bond distances,
angles, and force constants, dissociation energies, etc.
the theory of absolute reaction rates seems the most
forward Step in this direction.
Experimentally, it is highly desirable to study a
homogeneous reaction, one which is uninfluenced by sur
face effects*

Ko satisfactory general method has been

developed which permits prediction of such effects, and
it is therefore best to confine the investigation to
reactions which are free from these Influences.
Both static and dynamic methods are used in the
investigation of reactions.

Static methods usually

carry out the reaction at constant volume, observing
the change with respect to time of suitable parameters
of the system.
variable.

Total pressure is often the observed

The number of observable parameters is

usually limited in the static method.
Dynamic methods, which involve the following of a
reactant through a reaction zone, offer a much greater
choice of the kind and nuxnoer of parameters to be ob
served.

Therefore the use of dynamic methods often

be comas not only desirable but necessary, in order to
obtain sufficient data to characterize the reaction in
question*
It is the purpose of this investigation to study
& homogeneous organic decomposition In the gas phase*
It is desirable to study the mechanism of the reaction,
and to correlate the results with those of the in
vestigation of analogous compounds•

Analysis in terms

of modern theories Is in order, for the purposes of
obtaining as clear a picture as possible of the details
of the reaction process.
A large amount of experimental work has been carried
out in these laboratories (

6

), ( 7 ) ,

(18), (30), (31),

(70), (6 ^), (60) on the chlorocarbonic esters, particular
ly ethyl chlorocarbonate•

Xeopropyl chlorocarbonate was

chosen for the present investigation, since if offered
promise of both interesting comparison and contrast with
the other chloro carbonate a which have been studied,
furthermore a clear conception of the mechanism of the
reaction should contribute to the general knowledge of
the factors influencing the rate and nature of organic
decompositions•

m V I S ® OF THE LITERATURE
Hecent progress in the understanding ox the
mechanisms And kinetics of gaseous reactions has
been in two divergent directions*

On the one handt

growing acceptance or the lucid and unifying theory
of absolute reaction rates as developed by Eyring
(El) and coworkers has tended to clarify greatly the
insight into the processes occurring in the rate con
trolling step of a reaction*

Careful consideration

of the potential energy surfaces utilised in this
method can be usedf if the investigator is sufficiently
assiduousf to study the entire course of the process
of reacting*

Furthermore , the variation from normal

values of the so called frequency factor in the
Arrhenius equation may be accounted for by this theory
as being an ”entropy of activationfH (or as a quotient
of partition functions, if one chooses)*

Such a tech

nique is in excellent record with the present trend
in the field of statistical thermodynamics*
On the other hand, the realization has been
growing, and voiced particularly by Pease (^4) that
chemical reactions in general are much more complex
than we had conceived earlier*
4

Indeed Pease has stated

5
his impression that the rearrangement of cyclopropane
to propylene as studied by Trents and

inkier ? (66)

and by Chambers and Kistiakowsky ( 5 ), is the only
uncomplicated uniasolecular gaseous reaction that we
bare*

In view of the established fact that many de

compositions o£ carbon compounds involve a preliminary
rapture into free radicals* it is easy to see how
Pease9s hypothesis might be correct*

there are many

reactions for which proper evaluation of the effect
of a number of variables such as wall effect (hetero
geneity)* purity of reactants * and the presence of
oxygen* water vapor and the like has not been success
fully carried out*

furthermore and most important*

the great majority of such investigations have been
carried oat by observing the change in pressure accom
panying decomposition* with only the identification of
the reaction products* and with no analytical data upon
which the mechanism or course of the reaction could be
established*
^ven for the very complex reactions* application
of the theory of absolute reaction rates is of value
in that it gives an insight as to the nature of the
various fundamental processes Involved*

The use of

this technique is limited by the nature of the postu
lated activated complexes* by the approximations
necessary for the estimation of activation energies*

partition functions and “transmission coefficient© * 11
The applicability of the technique to such divergent
phenomena as diffusion and viscosity indicate the
bread scope of the method*

It is the author’s opinion

that the present theory of absolute reaction rates is
based on an extention of the fundamental theories of
Arrheniust hence these will be briefly summarised*
Arrhenius ( 1 ) in considering the reasons for a
doubling of the rate of sucrose inversion for a ten
degree rise in temperature 9 concluded that this phe
nomena could not be explained on the basis of ionization 9
concentration or activity changet etc*

The effect of

temperature on these characteristics of a system is
negligible*

The only physico-chemical property of such

systems which undergoes a variation of the proper mag
nitude is the equilibrium constant*

Arrhenius therefore

postulated that the reactants were essentially in equi
librium with an “activated complex" •

This activated

complex then decomposed to give the reaction products*
Arrhenius visualized & state of equilibrium as existing
between the activated state and the reactants with an
attendant heat effect which was related to the equi
librium by the Van’t Hoff isochore*

/ifter showing that

such a procedure was compatible with the fundamental
differential equations of kinetics, he proposed the

7
following relation between reaction rate and temperatures
^

. «, , - X

i

This equation is entirely equivalent to the more familiar
forms
jc « a

2

It soon became evident that in the case of bi~
molecular and termolecular reactions, the constant a
in equation

2

was closely associated with the frequency

of molecular collisions*
In the case of unimolecular reactions, the re
lationship between reaction rate and collision fre
quency is not immediately apparent.

Collisional

frequency is a function of the square of concentration,
whereas unimolecular reactions vary as the first
power of the concentration*

.Experimentally, the

frequency factor”, a, Is of the order of IQ8 for
bimole cular reactions, whereas it is about
most reactions known to be unimolecular*

10*^3

for

On this

basis alone, molecular collisions do not seem to ex
plain unimolecular reactions*
This discrepancy led Lewis

(37 ), Perrin (**7 ),

and others to propose the ill fated

radiation hy

pothesis,” which suggested that the reactant molecule

absorbs infra rod radiation from the vassal walls or
other source, to produce the activated state*
Langmuir (36),

others (13), (65 ), (65), (6

8

),

demonstrated conclusively however that the radiation
theory was not tenable lor a number of reasons, pri
marily because the energy associated with the absorbed
radiation was insufficient*

Moreover absorhtion

occurred in a number of instances without the resulting
decomposition of the molecule*

In tills connection it

is interesting to note that an empirical equation
connecting activation energy and the vibrational fre
quency of bonds has been proposed recently by idigassi
and Warrick (i£)#

The agreement of this equation with

published data is as good or better than that obtained
by a number of other methods*
/hat appears to be the answer to the relationship
between molecular collision and activation was suggested
by Lindemazm (ob), and amplified by Hinshelwood (33).
According to this hypothesis, activated molecules are
indeed created by collision*

It is then assumed that

the rate controlling step lies in a definite time inter
val between the instant the molecule is activated, and
the moment it decomposes*

During this time, energy

transferred to the activated molecule by collision is
redistributed and become© localised in the bond which

breaks*

rsefore this localisation of energy occurs, the

activated molecule may collide with another molecule,
and lose its energy*
mathematically*
by Daniels

the results are easily interpreted

A simplified derivation as suggested

(13 ) is presented here*

Assuming a steady state has been established, so
that in the time interval under consideration the
number of activated molecules remains constant, then

dt

k-jC^ - kgcc* - kgC* — 0

where k^, kg an&

k 3

are the respective rates of activ

ation, deactivation and decomposition, and c and c* are
the respective concentrations of the nonrial and the
activated molecules*
c* -

kic^
k3

It follows that
"
k2 c

4

The rate of decomposition of the reactant molecules is
equal to the rate of decomposition of the activated
molecules, so
-dc

ko ki c^
= koc* = -*■
dt
0
k3 -f- ^gc

Mow k 3 and kgC are proportional to the rates ox' decom
position and deactivation respectively*

hen the rate

of decomposition kg is negligible with respect to kgC ?
equation 5 may be approximated by:

This is the well Known differential equation for a
first order rate*

on the other hand if the rate of

deactivation becomes small in comparison to the rate
of decomposition, as it would when c decreases , as at
low pressures, then kgc is small with respect to IC3 ,
and we find
“Ac - k3klfts
g
- ~
= kXc '
o
The reaction has become bimoleeular in rate*

1

Strong

experimental evidence ( 6 ) on many unimolecular de
compositions indicates that this is indeed the case;
that as the pressure is lowered the reaction changes
from first order to second order*
Furthermore , since the rate of deactivation is
dependent on molecular collisions, it appears that if
a nonreacting gas is introduced into the system, the
rate of collision and of deactivation must thereby
increase, and the situation is again that expressed
by equation

6

a

the bimoleeular rate returns to a

normal first order rate*

A number of experiments,

utilizing several added inert gases, appear to have
verified this prediction*

An interesting observation

in this connection, however, is that hydrogen in many

11
cases does not seem to support the deactivation as
readily as the heavier gases, and consequently does
not completely restore the original first order rate.
Increasing complexity of decomposing molecules
is thought to influence the reaction rate by increas
ing the time lag required to localise the activation
energy.

Qualitatively this is reasonable, and in

agreement with the observed facts 5 however, the concept
is rather difficult to express quantitatively.

Two

formulations have been advanced, one by IJIashelwood
(S3), and the other by Kassel (£ 8 ), and by Rice and
Eamsperger (58)»

These have become known as Theory I

and Theory II, respectively.

The essential differ

ence in the two is that the latter assumes the in
crement of energy above the minimum necessary for
activation serves to localize the necessary decom
position energy more rapidly in the appropriate bond,
whereas the former presumes this excess energy does
not decrease the time lag before decomposition.
Such data as are available seem to agree best
with Theory II.

The detailed equation of this theory

as expressed by Kassel

(28 ) is
a

where

x»
JSo/HT

10

end w h e n
koo o true first order constant
&

s apparent number of degrees of freedom

£

a energy of activated complex

£ 0

m minimum energy of activation

Z

“ collisions per molecule per sec@ n“l
fkiinetic theory of gases)

n

s number of molecules per cc.

The factor
of a plot of

1

koo is evaluated graphically,bymeans

/k.d versus

1 /n;

straight line obtained, at
1/koo *

w the intercept of the

1

/n s 0 (n~ oo) 5 is equal to

The above integral is then evaluated graphically

at various assumed values of N, and the most suitable
value is selected*

This equation has been found to

give excellent agreement with the data in the cases in
which it lias been tested, and the values of N obtained
by its use have been found to be in very reasonable
agreement with the complexity of the decomposing molecule*
Another mode of analysis of first order reactions
is by means of the chain theory of reaction, originally
proposed by Christensen and Kramers (

8

) and developed

in large measure by Semenoxf (6 ^) and by F .
C. £• Kice (54) .

0

* Bice and

13
The general meehaniem ol such reactions iiicluae
(a) chain starting reactions , (b) chain carrying re
action® } and (c) chain stopping! reactions*

Chains may

he started either by photochemical activation, the in
troduction of activated chain carriers, or by collision
resulting in an activated complex, which may be either
an activated single molecule or an associated complex
of two (or more) molecules*

The essential requirement

of the starting reaction is that such a process must
result in the production of a particle capable of en
tering into further reaction which initiate the chain*
The chain processes consist of a series of reactions
in which (a) the reactants are consumed, (b) the chain
propagating particle is reproduced, and (c) the reaction
products are produced*

The chain stopping reactions

require the removal of the propagating particle*
It is easily seen that the slowest of the series
of reactions will control the overall measured rate,
and that in consequence it is not difficult to devise
a series of reactions which will show an overall first
order rate*

In the case of chains carried by aliphatic

free radicals Eiee and liersfeld report (5b)

’’The

essential condition in the first order equation is that
the chain shall be terminated by a reaction between two
different carriers of the chain*** These authors present
chain mechanisms which account for the kinetics of a

14
number of typical vapor phase organic decompositions f
in which &he...i£ajor. reaction products ar© satisfactorily
predicted) and the order of the reaction is in agree
ment with the experimental value*

The agreement between the

thermally activated and the corresponding photochemical
reactionf also involving chains , is quite good and may
be regarded as strong additional evidence of the valid
ity of this theory*
There is one unifying point in all of these theories
and mechanisms*

In every case, if a molecule is to react)

it must receive a definite minimum amount of energy \ or
in other words, it must pass over a definite potential
barrier*

The evaluation of these values by theoretical

consideration had long appeared desirable) but their
precise calculation, even using the powerful tool of
quantum mechanics) involved a mathematical complexity
which appeared to be insurmountable.

The first prac

tical approach to this question was made in 1928 by
London

(39 ) who suggested that many chemical reactions

are "adiabatic*' in that they do not involve electronic
transitions*

By making suitable approximations) London

derived an equation representing the potential energy
of a three-atom system) in terms of the coulombic energy
and the resonance energy between the sets of atom pairs.
The numerical calculation of this potential energy sur-

face was suggested fey gyring and Polanyi (14) *

This

method give© results generally in good agreement with
experimental Tact* and has become known as the semiempirical method*

The essence of this method consists

in assuming that the resonance energy of the London
equation

is a definite fraction of the total energy

for the majority of reactions*

Then the expressions

may be developed in terms of the total energy, which
is evaluated fey the well known Morse curves*

In this

connection, a modification of the Morse equation, which
utilizes more of the commonly available spectroscopic
data to provide a better approximation than the usual
valuey has been suggested recently by Hlrshfelder (2 5)
and Halbert end Hlrshfelder (26)*

The usual assumption,

based on the hydrogen-iodine reaction, is that the
coulombic energy comprises 2Q& of the total energy*
Although there is no a priori reason why this should
always be the ease, this assumption has resulted in a
remarkably successful estimation of known activation
energies*

By the use of the semi-empirical method,

then, the exponential term in the Arrhenius equation
may be calculated*

This appears to be the best general

method currently available for such a purpose*
In addition, the results of such calculations
often yield valuable insight into the intimate nature

of the reaction process•

The calculations are often

presented as a series or iso-potential lines on a suit
able coordinate system, resembling a topographical con
tour map, and the activation energy is generally the
height of a saddle-type barrier along the path of
minimum energy*

The activated complex is regarded as

the configuration at the top of the barrier*

An illus

tration of the results of careful study of such curves
was the discovery that hydrogen atoms could not recombine
unless there was a third body present to remove the ex
cess energy*
The application of modern statistical mechanics
to the problem of calculating; the "frequency factor"
of the Arrhenius equation, and thereby completing the
mathematical techniques necessary for the estimation
of reaction rates from fundamental molecular characteristics?has been attempted v,ith some success by a number
of investigators, among whom are Marcella

(40),

Rode-

bueh (5 5), Rice and Gerehinowitz (56), and particularly
Pelser and Wigner (46)*

It was not however* until

igyring ( 21) advanced a clear concept of the ac tivated
complex as the critical intermediate in every rate
process involving the crossing of an energy barrier,
that good progress could be made in this field*

Con

currently this problem has also been treated by Rol&nyi
and limans (4 8), who term the critical intermediate the

17
"transition state*"
According to this theory, Known as the "theory
of absolute reaction rates", attention is focussed on
the configuration occuring somewhere during the course
of the reaction of a molecule (or molecules), which is
critical in the sense that it may with essentially
equivalent probability decompose to give either re
actants or products*

Such a critical configuration

will occur in all chemical reactions having an activ
ation energy and/or a definite rate, regardless of the
order of the reaction or whether it proceeds by a
chain mechanism*

It is this broad generality which,

makes the method so attractive*

Indeed, the technique

is so general in its applicability that it has been ex
tended with some success to such widely divergent fields
as diffusion and viscous flow*
If the activated complex decomposes as postulated,
it should be possible to find some coordinate which will
serve to measure the decomposition of the complex.
Often this will be a particular critical bond frequency
occuring in the complex*

The coordinate describing the

decomposition (usually a bond frequency) is termed the
"reaction coordinate*•

In terms of the potential energy

surfaces it means that if we were to plot energy as a
function of the reaction coordinate, we should find the
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reactant.© and the products lying in **valleys” on this
diagram, ±na the activated complex would be on top of
the hill between the two valleys*
A summary of Eyringfs (21) treatment is as followss
consider & process in which the reactants A, B, etc*,
form the activated complex hi* in the reaction
A + B 4* ••*•*.

M*

-- ► products

11

The rate of reaction is a function of the concentration
of activated complexes at the top of the barrier, and
the time required to cross over the barrier*

If

is the concentration of complexes in unit volume per
length d on the top of the barrier, and V is the velocity
of passage across the barrier, then
Rate of reaction - C*a V
d

12

How the average velocity in a given direction, i. e * 9 the
direction of decomposition, may be evaluated by class*
ical methods and be shown to be

where m* is the effective mass of the complex in the
same direction*

How the partition function for the

translatory motion across the barrier is given by
t

_

Lg j r j p n l d

M

and thereby the concentration In unit volume per length

i©
d is given by

c*d = c*f
c*t = c* ISnspEllia

_i§
M

Substituting into equation 12,

Here k* is the well known specific velocity constant,
thereby,
A2
How the problem has become one of evaluating C*f
the concentration of activated molecules, or alter
natively £*, the equilibrium constant between the re
actant molecules and the activated complex*

From here

there are two essentially equivalent paths*
One of these follows the concept of Arrhenius
regarding the equilibrium between reactants and activ
ated states,using the well known thermodynamic relations
In K* s -AF» - X AS* * A H*
"RfRT
From

ig
—

this we may write
AS*
h

where AH*, the heat of activation is very nearly the
same as the energy of activation (deduciole frora the
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potential energy curves)j

the difference between 'them

can be evaluated for any particular type of reaction*
The almost automatic appearance of the entropy
of activation is In encouraging agreement with the
proposals of Jtoimstamm and Schaffer (32), s c h a f f e r and
Brandsma (61),liaMer (34), Rodebush (59) and o t h e r s *
qualitatively this entropy should be positive if the
activated complex is more disordered than the reactant
molecule (as in the case of dissociation to free rad*
icals)|

any increasing orderliness of structure of

the activated complex will result in a negative entropy
value*

In particular such values have been calculated

for the decomposition of ethylidene diacetate b y
Coffin (I0)t and for the rearrangement of 1 - c y e l o
hexenyl allyl malonitrile b y Foster, Cope and Daniels
( 17)*

In these reactions entropy changes of *10 to

-18 b* U* have been found*

They are stated to pass

through an activated state in which a particular con
figuration of the molecule is required, and a number
of internal rotations have become vibrations i n the
activated state, with a consequent loss i n e n t r o p y *
On the other h&na, reactions t h a t i n v o l v e the
breaking of a ring, and consequent transition f r o m a
more to a less ordered state, would be e x p e c t e d to
have entropy increases between the reactants ana the
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activated state *

The values of the entropy change for

ethylene oxide and for trioxymethylene have been found
to be

4-7*6 and + 1 7 * 6 £* U* respectively*

The values

are those calculated by Rice and Gershinowitz (57).
The recent development of the technique of cal
culating absolute entropies from fundamental molecular
properties and spectrographic data by statistical mech
anical methods gives promise that the numerical cal
culation of activation entropies is not far distant*
Already it is possible to make very reasonable estimates
of these values*
The second method for the evaluation of the
equilibrium constant K* between the activated complex
and the reactant molecules is closely allied to the
entropy method*

This second method utilises partition

functions to define the equilibrium constant*
A partition function for any given atom, molecule
or species in a given volume, defines the total prob
ability of occurence of the species in terms of the
allowable energy states, and the degeneracy of the
states*

It may be expressed as
20

where g is the multiplicity or degeneracy of the i*th
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statef which is characterised by an energy

In

particular, the partition function for vibrational
energy may be written
3s**
....
fvib S I T (X-e
where

,JtI"1

&

^i is the vibrational frequency of the i'th of

the 3fi-*x allowed vibrational modes of the m o l e c u l e *
Appropriate expressions may also be written for the
rotational9 translational and electronic energy states
of the molecule*
It may be easily shown that an equilibrium con-*
stant may be written for the reaction

&A 41bB ~f“ ••• ...y IL +

ibU

+ **•
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in terms of the partition functions for unit volume f

K*«

.-**/**
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^ A ^B***

where h*, is the difference in zero point energy of
products and reactants, and the F fs (partition functions)
have had this term removed from them*

Applying this expression to equation 17?

S ifter

**

The particular value of this approach lies in the ex
ponential characteristic of t h e partition f u n c t i o n s *
Because of this they m a y be split into a n u m b e r of
multiplicative factors, one for each v i b r a t i o n a l f r e 

quency and one for each translational, rotational, and
electronic degree of freedom.

Since many of these

factors will he essentially the same in the activated
complex and in the reactant molecules, they may thereby
he cancelled, leaving only the partition functions
characterising the differences between the states to he
considered.
It is Interesting to consider here the differences
between the theory of absolute reaction rates as out**
lined above, and the collisional hypotheses of unimolecular reactions.

There is obviously no clash between

the chain theory of reactions and the other two theories.
These theories simply center their attention on the rate
controlling step of the reaction, while the chain theory
considers the mechanism of subsequent events.
The fall-off in the rate constant at low pressures
originally predicted by the collisional hypothesis is not
denied, in the absolute theory.

The absolute theory

deals with the equilibrium between reactants and the
activated cos^lex.

The fall-off in rate occurs as the

system is removed from equilibrium, the loss of activated
molecules by decomposition becoming significant.

It is

to be expected that the predicted rate should also fall
when this departure from equilibrium is taken into
account.

The simple derivation given earlier is sufficient
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also to predict the change according to the theory of
absolute reaction rates*
The process of activation by collision is also
%

used in the absolute theory, so there is no disagree
ment on this point*

The consideration of the time-

lag before decomposition, emphasized in collisional
theory, is passed over in the absolute theory In favor
of a study of the equilibrium between reactants and
the activated state*

however, it is regarded as some

what unusual that according to the collisional theories,
so many degrees of freedom should be involved in activ
ation for a unimolecular process, and that if has not
been found necessary to consider them in a bimolecular
reaction*

This question has not yet been settled*

Because of the broad scope of the theory of absolute
reaction rates and the fruitful viewpoints afforded
as to the nature of the activated complex, the entropy
factor in activation, etc*, this technique is growing
in acceptance and favor as a method of analysing and
correlating the results of experimental kinetics*
Currently the rapid advances in molecular statistics
offer great promise in the more precise calculation of
the requisite entropy and energy factors for the exact
application ox" the theory*
Since the Investigation reported in this dissertation
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is concerned with the decomposition of isopropyl
chlorac&rbon&te , it is well to review the known facts
concerning the nature and behavior of the chlorocarbonate family*
The investigation of the thermal decomposition
of ethyl chlorocarbonate in these laboratories has
been reported by Choppin, Fredi&ni and Kirby ( 6 ),
Choppin and Kirby ( 7 ), and in theses by Fredi&ni (18),
and Kirby (50), (51).

This decomposition has been

found to be unimolecular, and homogeneous with respect
to glass and quartz*

The investigation covered,

pressure ranges from 20 to 700 mm of mercury, and
temperatures ranging from 150°C to 195°C*

Both flow

methods and static methods, which used a completely
glass enclosed reaction vessel, were employed in the
investigation*

The specific rate at high pressures is

expressed by the equations
kx= 5.5 x 1010 X #“2941°/ST

j>§

The low pressure region has been investigated and
the specific rate constant has been found to decrease
below 175 mm, approaching a second order rate quite
closely in the region of 10 mm*

Calculations in terms

of the elaborated collision hypotheses indicated best
agreement with the theory of Kassel, and Bice and
Ramsperger, with the apparent number oi degrees of

freedom ccntrlbuting to activation equal to fourteenf
and the critical increment B 0 in this equation (eq*8)
equal to 34#430 cal*
The maintainance of the high pressure rate at a
low partial pressure of chloroc&rbonate in the presence
of a number of inert foreign gases indicated agreement
with the simple collision theoryy and the fact that
carbon dioxide9 a reaction product) was found to have
no effect on the rate indicates that the reaction Is
essentially irreversible*

Hydrogen did not appear to

maintain the high pressure rate completely*

It was

indicated that there might be a slight wall effect in
the reaction * which was minimised by coating the walls
with the reaction products*

Analytical work both

chemical and spectrographic in nature f indicated that
the only major reaction products were ethyl chloride
and carbon dioxide ♦ ,
^

n this basis* a mechanism of simple intra

molecular rearrangement was postulated) in which in
ternal motion of the molecule leads to a gradual
transition of the carbon-chlorine bond resulting in
the formation of ethyl chloride and the elimination
of carbon dioxide*

Calculation of the critical portions

of a potential energy surface for such a process in
dicated a well-defined potential energy barrier of
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23 *3 kcal*

This was based on uhe assumption ox" 14%

coulombic energy*

In the light of the necessary

approximations involved, the agreement with the ex
perimental value is quite good*
In connection with the prediction of the activ
ation energy lor the decomposition of ethyl chioroc&rbon&te, it may he noted that a value of 31710 cal .
has been predicted by the equation of Pugassi and
Warrick (19), wiiicn is an empirical relation between
vibrational frequency, dissociation energy, and
activation energy*

These authors utilized the C-Cl

bending frequency of 353 rasT^ reported from a study
of the Raman spectra of ethyl chlorocarbonate by
doglekar (27)*
The only other investigation of the kinetics of
the decomposition of a chlorocarbonate is reported by
Leeeig (36), who made two runs on isobutyl chloro
carbonate, at 267° and 302° C respectively*

The data

are summarized:
temp°C 1/2 life ,sec
267

302

160
16

3/4 life,see
380
36

final pressure k ^ e e c
initial pre b sure
*
604/150
7*2x10
1107/600
7.2*10~3

The k fs are obtained by the usual unimolecui&r
formula from the half-life. Leseig further reports that
the reaction gave pressures over double the initial, and
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that the function log (F^ - F^) plotted versus time
gave straight lines, indicating a first order reaction
in which the mechanism involves fission into only two
particles*

Using the Arrhenius equation and the rate

constants of Leseig, the following equation may be
obtained}
kx= 1.2 X 1013 e”40500^ 7
The frequency factor of 10

TO
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and the relatively

high activation energy, comparable to Brearley,
Kistiakowsky and Stauffer*s (4 ) value of 46 kcal
on tertiary butyl chloridef seem to indicate that the
process involved is the vibrational breaking of a
carbon-chlorine bond, which might more conesiveably
be of isobutyl chloride rather than the chlorocarbon
ate*

The data are too meager to afford further spec

ulation*
£lsa in connection with the above decomposition,
and

of intrinsic interest with regard to the chloro-

carbonates* is the decomposition of triehloroxnethyl
chlorocarbonate (diphosgene) into two mole of phosgene
by RsmSperger and w&ddington (52)#

This reaction 1©

characterized by the equations
1.4 X 1013 e"41600/RT
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The values computed from bessig1© work on the isobutyl
compound agrees excellently with the above equation*

kdS
hlle Ramsperger does not postulate a mechanism
Tor the decomposition, he does point out that the
apparent absence of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide,
and chlorine (not verified by actual chemical analysis)
indicate that the reaction prouably does not proceed
by a direct fission of the molecule*

The presence of

a simultaneous heterogeneous reaction to a small degree
is.reported*

Trichloromethyl chloroformate has been

decomposed catalytically over aluminum chloride by
Griguard, Elvat and Urbain (22) to yield carbon di
oxide and carbon tetrachloride*

These authors also

report some decomposition of the trichloromethyl
chloroformate at 117° to phosgene*
Tertiary amyl chlorocarbonate is reported by
Kerch (41) to decompose with the evolution of gas,
0

presumably COg, at 20 C*

Bowden { 3 ) in considering the thermal stability
of aromatic carbonates and chlorocarbonates, observed
the decomposition of the chlorocarbonates into phosgene
and the corresponding carbonate*

Some question must

be raised as to the significance of the above work to
the kineticlet, as the chloro carbonates were not iso-*
l&ted in pure form in the majority of cases*

Decomposition of alpha-phenyl ethyl chlorocarbon
ate has been found by Rogers (60) to yield alpha-phenyl
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ethyl chloride, carbon dioxide , styrene and hydrogen
chloride, when the liquid is maintained at 100°C for
a short time*
The catalytic decomposition of ethyl chlorocarbonate over aluminum chloride by Underwood and
Baril (6 7) ht room temperature yielded ethylene,
hydrogen chloride and carbon dioxide#

This however

carries no definite implication as to the nature of
the products resulting from the thermal decomposition,
since the influence of the catalyst on the various
activation energies involved is not known*

If for

instance the ethyl chloride activation energy were
also sufficiently lowered by the catalyst to permit
rapid decomposition to hydrogen chloride and ethylene,
a mechanism for the overall process compatible with
the thermal decomposition could easily be written*
In addition, it is not required that the mechanism of
internal rearrangement postulated for the thermal
process, should be the mechanism of decomposition on
the catalytic surface#

The catalytic decomposition

reported above serves principally to indicate a
possible course the thermal reaction might take if the
temperature employed were sufficiently high*
Dipole moment studies on the chiorocarbonates have
been made by Kizushlma and Kubo (43) anti by

bod (70),

which lend considerable insight into the structure of
the chiorocarbonate group*

According to

b o d , the most

stable configuration of the group H-O-CO-Cl appear©
to be a ring structure oriented in such a position that
the K group and the Cl atom are in their nearest position*
This configuration probably is in resonance with the
reverse form, where the carbonyl oxygen is nearest the
alkyl radical*
Spectrographic work in the near ultroviolet by
Smith {64) has shown that there are no definite ab
sorption bands in this region, but rather a smooth
o
gradually increasing absorption between 2425 & and
*
227&1. The absorption of isopropyl chlorocarbonate
in this region was slightly greater than the ethyl
compound*

The investigation was carried out both in

the vapor phase and in hexane solution*

EXPERIMENTAL ^ORK
The investigation of the decomposition of isopropyl chlorocarbonate was observed using both static
and flow methods*

The static method, because of its

greater rapidity and precision is preferable if the
reaction is not too complex to preclude its use*

Even

in the case of complicated reactions, much Insight into
the nature of the overall reaction may be gained by
using this technique •

The faults of the static method

lie in the fact that generally only one parameter,
usually total pressure 9 is observed*

Furthermore Hie

method does not easily permit simultaneous analysis of
the products» along with the observation of the reaction
rate*
The flow method on the other hand does permit the
analysis of the product gases y and is capable of modi
fication to allow sufficient parameters to be obtained
to characterize the reaction*

However, the technique

is cumbersome 9 and the degree of precision is much
lower than in the static method*

In addition> a consid

erable amount of time is required to accumulate suffic
ient data to afford a reliable average rate * and wide

variation of experimental conditions is not facilitated*
In spite of these faults the flow method, in permitting
observation of the actual disappearance of the reactants,
rather than simply an overall pressure change, offers
a much more certain approach to the kinetics of compli
cated reactions*

For this reason the flow method was

principally used in this investigation*
Purification of isopropyl chlorocarbonate *
Commercial ^(Eastman) isopropyl chlorocarbonate
was fractionated at 200 mm* pressure through a 40-inch
electrically heated column, packed with 5/32^ singleturn glass helices, and equipped with a total conden
sation partial takeoff stillhead of the Whitmore-Lux
type (4 3 )*

An automatic barostat gave pressure

regulation to within 1 as* at 200 mm* pressure*

The

fraction boiling at 66° to 67° was dried with phosphorus
pentoxide for several hours, filtered, and redistilled*
All apparatus was carefully dried*

The middle portion

of a fraction boiling at 66*3° C* at 200-imu was used
for this investigation*

The procedure gave a product

of better than 99*4per cent purity*

The material was

water washed in the preparation of the chlorocarbonate,
and the analyses indicated if to be wet*

accordingly

the material was dried over phosphorus pentoxide, in
asmuch as simple distillation would not remove the water
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Isopropyl carbonate was found as impurity in the
commercial isopropyl chlorocarbonate» and identified
by its sweet odor and it© boiling point of 147° €. (33).
Its boiling point at 200 mm. was 102.6° C.
Identification and determination of the reaction products*
Isopropyl chlorocarbonate was decomposed f o r
analytical purposes in a 125 ml* pyrex bulb immersed
overnight in a hydrogenated cottonseed oil bath at
220° €•

After freezing out all condensable material

in a small tip at the bottom of this bulbs the tip was
sealed off*

'The condensed material was identified a©

isopropyl chloride*

The gas remaining in the bulb was

transferred over acidulated water to a Fisher g&©~
analysl© apparatus» and analyzed for carbon dioxide
and for propylene.

Result© of a typical analysis are

given belowt
Analysis

Temp.® C.

m

220°

C0g%
theory
95.5

€3 8 3 $
theory
64.9

C0r>/ga©
2.95

Oo/gas
4.48

The production of carbon dioxide 1© essentially
quantitative.

The ratio of CGp/ga© and 0^/gas> as

determined by ©low combustion in the Fisher gas analysis
apparatus confirm the fact that the unsaturated gas was
propylene* a© they closely approach the theoretical
ratio© of 3.0 and 4.5 respectively.

Further p r o o f of

the identity of the propylene was afforded by reacting
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the gas with bromine* and identification of the result*
ant product as propylene dibromide *

The analysis for

hydrogen chloride will be reported subsequently in
connection with the flow experiments#

It was found to

be in substantial agreement with the above results*
Rate experiments using the static method*
It was at first thought feasible to follow the
course of the decomposition by observation of the
change in pressure occurring in a constant volume
system in which the reaction took place*

Vhile it

was found later that sufficient data could not be
obtained by this method to completely establish the
rate and mechanism of the decomposition* a good deal
of information may be acquired as to the nature of the
overall process by using this technique#

As the total

pressure was the only directly measured variable
(other than time) which indicated the rate of reaction*
it should be emphasised that the only direct information
obtainable from the measurements must be related to the
total overall process*

Inferences as to detailed mech

anism* based on these measurements only* must be of a
purely postulatory nature*
The procedure and technique employed was that of
Choppln* Frediani, and Kirby ( 6)*

Reaction occurred

in a completely glass enclosed system* using a reaction
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bulb with a glass diaphragm similar to that of D&nials (13)#
The reaction was initiated by the breaking of a
small bulb of reactant in the evacuated reaction vessel
by means of a solenoid hammer* and immediately raising
the thermostat about the reaction vessel*

Changes in

pressure within the system were transmitted through the
glass diaphragm and registered on a manometer in an
outer system in which the pressure was automatically
maintained the same as that within the reaction cell#
Following the suggestion of Daniels (13) the
formula:
Fr

4t P|P «*■ F iji

28

may be used to calculate the pressure of the reactant
in the rate determining process* where PR is the partial
pressure of the decomposing reactant at any given time*
Pj» is the final total pressure* and ? T is the total ob
served pressure within the system at the tine MT* *’ A
plot of time versus the logarithm of the pressure of the
reactant* as determined by the above method (eq# 28)»
gave good straight lines after the initial moments of
the reaction#

This indicated that the overall reaction

followed a first order rate#

Illustrative runs are

shown on the accompanying graphs (Figure 1 and Figure 2) •
The complete data are summarized in Table X#
As is evidenced by the essentially doubled rate on
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Table I
Deoompoeitlon of ieopropyl Chloroearbontit. by tb. 9t.tio Ifetbod.

Run

A-l
A«*2
A-3
A-4
A*6
A«*6
A-7a
A-8
A-9
A-10
A-ll
A-12
A-14
A-15
A-15a
A-16
A-17
A-18
A-19

Ttmp°C*

221
221
220
230
228.5
227.5
234.5
234.5
234.5
229.5
229.5
230
231
232.3
232.3
232.3
222.3
232.3
232.3

Pj(OftlQ)

Pf(<
DU

71

177
232

434
671

8.46
8.46
m
m

m

0*

4»

m

•0

«.

mm

m

oh
«»

m

m

m

m

m

-

-

m

m

m

m
m

•*.
*

Ml
«•
«•

m

m

m

270
266
194

664
656
477

m

•

138
216

348
537

2.46
2.46
2.46
m

2.52
2.48

1

M 1 0 * . by plot
of logtPj-ft)
v*. %•
0.767
0.536
0.300
1.44
3.44
0.840
1.73
2.86
2*54
2.48
2.72
2.34
2.49
1.03
2.6
2.1
5.5
5.3
4.4

Komar**

Uaceated
Coated
Coated
Uncoated
Uncoated
Coated
Partially coated
Coated
Coated
Coated
Coated
Coated
Coated
Uncoated
Coated} unpacked
Coated} unpacked
Coated} packed
Coated} packed
' Coated} packed

packing the cell with pyrex glass wool , the overall
reaction la Influenced by surface effects, and is
thereby at least partially heterogeneous*

The effect

of coating the interior of the reaction vessel with the
products of the reaction was to decrease slightly the
rate of reaction*

This is in keeping with the obser

vations made by Brearley, Kistlakowsky, and Stauffer
(4 )» (13), and suggests the possibility of obtaining
a homogeneous reaction by suitable and sufficient
coating of the reaction vessel*

The heterogeneity of

the overall reaction discourages any calculation of
activation energy, as it is impossible to estimate the
precise effect of surface or of the degree of coating
in the above runs •
A somewhat more rapid rate of reaction was ob
served during the initial ten minutes or so of the
reaction*

This may be seen by reference to Figure 1

and Figure 2*

The apparent increased rate based on

pressure change seemed to be more than could be
attributed to the change in temperature of the reactants
as they reached temperature equilibrium after the re
action vessel was immersed in the thermostat*

A

feasible explanation might be that a more rapid re
action occurred and was essentially completed during
the first few minutes of the run*

Accordingly the
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temperature was lowered to 180°, ana several runs were
wade*

Decomposition at a steady rate was observed}

and the pressure was more than doubled.

This was

interpreted as indicating that if the mechanism in
volved. a rupture of the chlorocarbonate to produce
carbon dioxide and isopropyl chloride, followed by
decomposition of the isopropyl chloride, then the
rates of the respective reactions were of the same
order of magnitude.

An analysis of such a situation

will be considered later.
In all of the decompositions observed, the final
pressure was more than double

and less than three

times the initial pressure, averaging 2.48 times the
initial pressure for the runs quoted In Table X*

This

is in reasonable agreement with the value of 2.68
calculated from the more thorough gas-analysis data.
Flow data to be given later indicate that these ratios
are essentially the same during the initial parts of
the reaction.

These data are in agreement with the

fact that chloro carbonate is not completely decomposed
into carbon dioxide> propylene and hydrogen chloride.
The following overall reaction is then known to
exists
1-C3H7C02C1

► i - C 3H7Cl + C 0 2 + 0 ^

+ HC1.
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It is apparent that several mechanisms might be postu—

lated whicli would lead ■to the sarne end products ,
l*e«, (a) primary homogeneous dissociation of the
isepropyl chlorocarbonate into isopropyl chloride

aad carbon dioxide followed by decomposition of the
isopropyl chloride, (b) immediate dissociation into

propylene, hydrogen chloride, and carbon dioxide
followed by equilibriation of propylene and hydrogen
chloride, or (c) simultaneous competitive reactions,
one homogeneous in character and the other hetero
geneous in character, yielding propylene, hydrogen
chloride, carbon dioxide, and isopropyl chloride*
The discussion of these alternative mechanisms will

be postponed until they may be compared with the
results of the flow experiments*
General discussion of the flow methods
Because of the apparently complex decomposition
of isopropyl chlorocarbon&te, as evidenced by the re
sults of the static method, it was decided to use
flow method

to gain further insight into the mode of

decomposition of this compound*
flow method
By use

the

The advantages of the

in such a situation are numerous*
of this method, more definite analysis of

the reaction products is made possible*

The appearance

or disappearance of a given substance during the course
of the decomposition may be ascertained and followed
with certainty*

Variation In the rate of flow gives

e o n s l a t i t u d e

in "the choice o.i the reaction

iM^trataPi and th« initial pressure ox* the reactant*

Study of the effect of foreign gases on the reaction
is in lost eases eonsid.era.bly simplified experimentally*
T h e n are however inherent disadvantages in the
flow technique*

It is slower and more troublesome and

requires many more determinations than the static

method*

In addition, the results

as expressed by the

rate constants, are usually not as precise as those
obtained by static methods, largely because of the
inaccuracy in metering the flow, and because of the
assumptions which must be made as to uniform passage
of the gases through the reaction zone*
In the case of the decomposition of isopropyl

chlorocarbonute there are in effect two consecutive
or aiaailtaaeous reactions oc curing, and for a complete
understanding of the reaction two parameters must be

observed*

In the static method only one parameter is

Observable, the change of total pressure with time*
This may not be related to the -actual disappearance of
the chlorocarbonate without requiring the use of un
verified postulates as to the mechanisms involved*

So

it became not only desirable but necessary to use some
method of following the reaction which would allow the
disappearance of isopropyl chlorocarbonate to he observed,

and t b m l f l U rate of decompos iti on to be directly
ascertained*

Simultaneous acquisition of data re-

luting to the overall mechanism mas also desirable*
It was experimentally desirable to use a method which
maintained and protected a heavy coating of the renotion products within the reaction cell*

For all

Of these reasons the flow method was the logical
choice*
For reaction in flow systems in which the enter
ing stream of gas is composed of the reactant only,
the equation of Benton ( 2 ) is entirely adequate*
Bentenfs equation accounts for the accelerating effect
an the rate of flew ceased by the decomposition of
the reactant molecule into several particles*

This

equation let
It.* Yo (n) in —
_ (n-1) V»
?r
x~*
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where V0 is the volumetric rate of flow at reaction
temperature, V** is the volume of the reaction vessel,
F is the fraction of the reactant which is decomposed,
skm&

a is the number of particles produced by the de

composition of one reactant molecule*
For studies involving the use of a carrier gas,
no equation has been found in the literature by iveans
of which the rate of reactions could be calculated.
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4

Hit purpose if ftU such equations is to evaluate

41Ml 4MMMS t l M Which the reactant spends in the reaction
SOM*

If an increase in volume occurs on decomposition*

Use fleer is accelerated* and the simpler expressions
for the time of reaction* or the rate* are no longer
W4l1i1» though they may serve as first approximations.
Xm order to evaluate correctly the rate constant it was
de w e d advisable to derive an equation which took into
account the conditions of the experiment.

In deriving

each an equation* the assumptions were made that (a) no
appreciable mixing of the gases occurs along the di
rection of flow* (b) the gases Involved behave essential
ly as perfect gases* and (c) that almost instantaneous
heating of the reaction mixture occurs as the gas enters
the reaction cell.

The equation is derived for the

decomposition of a reactant which is mixed with an
Inert carrier gas.

That these assumptions are valid

was tested by calculating, in typical cases* the
Reynold’s number * which was found to be 6.

In add

ition the initial rate of temperature rise in the
reaction tube was calculated as a function of the
length of the tube)

this was found to be not less

than 360° per centimeter* indicating that the react

ant reached temperature equilibrium within the first
centimeter•

Under these assumptions the following equation
vas dsrlve&s '

? +Jlri).P in _i_ . .CirU..B.F
P«p

*1*

1—F

V*.,! T„

P—p

(1-1) p-F

-3i

F^p
wharct k j first ord«r reaction rat* constant, sect1
F * fraction or reactant decomposed*
1 « number or particles produced on decomposition
of one molecule*
P w pressure in reaction tube 9 mm* Hg •
p ac vapor pressure of reactant, mm* Hg*
Q o rate o f flow, cc./sec*, at flowmeter*
Y©* temperature of carrier gas at flowmeter, K*
Tps temperature of reaction zone, K.
^cell* volume of reaction atone, cc.
The complete derivation of this equation is given in

the Appendix*
If, as is often the case, the partial pressure of
the reactant gas in the mixture entering the reaction
none is very small, then the acceleration in linear
velocity of the gas due to increased volume resulting
from decomposition may be neglected and the average
time in the cell Is given by the cell volume divided
by the flow rate at the entrance to the reaction zone*
These may be substituted into the ordinary first order
equation for constant volume, to yield the equations

kl.

£ * E ---- in _ L ,
1-F
cell

&
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t is tl*s w r m g t reaction time in seconds, and
f is as usual tlis fraction of the reactant which is

f& assist in the rapid estimation of rate constants
Sy the above equation, and to provide a method for the
**egr ehsehing of more precise calculations, an align
ment chert affording an approximate graphical solution
qf the shove equation 3§ has been prepared, and is
presented as Figure 3*

It is generally applicable to

first order reactions in flow systems, within the
range of variables indicated*
Analytical methods used in the flow techniques
Various methods for the analysis of chloro carbon
ates and their reaction products have been devised and
tested*

The most important of these will he summarised

here*
A fifty percent solution of concentrated aqueous
ammonia la ninety five percent ethyl alcohol was used
as the reagent for decomposing the chloro carbonate,
the excess base being neutralized by nitric acid*

The

chlorine, liberated as hydrogen chloride, is then de
termined by the Vohlhard procedure which may be used
directly in nitric acid solution*
The aleohol-ammonia method, though satisfactory
in determining chlorocarbonates alone, was not directly
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applicable to the analysis of the exit gases from the
reaction tube, as these gases contain hydrogen chloride
as well as uade composed chloro carbonate •

A method

was sought for the simultaneous determination of these
two components of the exit gases*

Carbamates, formed,

from the reaction of chlorocarbo nates with aromatic
w i n e s ^ are only slightly water-soluble •

In view of

these factsy the following method was developed*
An amount of para-toluldine (steam-distilled and
recrystallised from ligroin) in excess of the chlorocarbonate to he determined* is dissolved in cold ether*
The sample which may contain hydrogen chloride in
addition to the ehlorocarbonate * is passed into this
solution*

In order to avoid the clogging of the

babbler tip by ether-insoluble toluidine hydrochloride *
a small amount of water, sufficient just to cover the
bubbler tip, is introduced below the ether in the
babbler*

This water has been previously saturated

with the reaction product N—para—tolyl iso propyl car
bamate*

No appreciable error is introduced in the

analysis by this procedure as is evidenced by the very
slow rate of reaction of the ehlorocarbonate with cold
water, uru* the very short time of contact which the
ehlorocarbonate will have with the water*
After introduction of the sample * the mixture and
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washings are transferred. quantitatively to a beaker.
The bubbler or ether reaction vessel is rinsed with
otter end with water f and the washings are added to the
original solution.

All water used in the determination

is previously saturated with N-para-tolyl isopropyl
carbarnatef the reaction product of isopropyl chioroearbonate and para toluidine.
Six-normal nitric acid is added to remove all
excess pars toluidine, which is precipitated as to la
id! no nitrate which dissolves in the water layer.

The

mixture is stirred until the ether becomes clear, and
is not made cloudy by further addition of nitric acid.
The ether Is then evaporated from the solution in
the beaker by means of a heat lamp.

A slight stream

of dry air is played on the surface of the ether during
the evaporation.

These precautions are necessary to

prevent excessive bumping of the ether.

During the

course of the evaporation the sides of the beaker are
washed down with ether.

/hen the ether Is almost com

pletely evaporated, the heat lamp is cut off and the
evaporation is finished by blowing the stream of air
aeross the liquid.

Continuation of the heating at this

time would cause discoloration of the precipitate and
difficult crystallisation of the carbamate was one

countered in such cases.

As tlm ttb«r is removed , the carbamate remains on
top of the water as an oily layer, from which it is
hlXew& to crystallise*

After standing for at least an

tour9 er until crystallisation is complete, the
crystalline carbamate is filtered by suction in a
weighed fritted glass crucible • The precipitate,
which melts at 63° C*, is dried under vacuum and
weighed*
chloride*

The filtrate is analyzed gravimetrically for
Hydrogen chloride is found by difference

between the total chlorine and the chlorine from iso
propyl ehlorocarbonate, as obtained from the weight of
the carbamate precipitate •

It was not found pr&ctibl©

to analyze for the chloride by volumetric methods, as

the presence of the toluldine in the solution impaired
the perception of the endpoint*

The factor isopropyl

ehloroearbenate/carbamate is 0*6344.

The factor iso-

propyl ehlorocarbonate/silver chloride Is 0.8649*
Using the above procedures on a sample of pure
isopropyl ehlorocarbonate , results agreeing within
0.9b of each other were obtained by simultaneous
chloride and carbamate determinations.
Propylene in the exit gases was checked quali
tatively and semi* quantitatively by absorption in
bromine water.

It was not possible to determine it

quantitatively inasmuch as the solutions used for
analyzing the carbamate retained a part of the propylene.
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Carbon dioxide 4# determined by absorption in
ftscarite*

a tab# #£ aafcydrone is interposed between

th* bubbler and the ascarite to prevent contamination
«f the asearlte by water vapor from the bubbler.
Several experiments were made to determine whether
appreciable quantities of carbon dioxide were dissolved
$ M the cold ether through which it must pass before

reaching the asearite absorbent*

The ether solution

nan scrubbed by nitrogen gas to remove all dissolved
carbon dioxide and carry it to the absorber.

It may

be noted here that no increase in weight occurs as a
re m i t of scrubbing, indicating very low solubility of
carbon dioxide in cold ether under the conditions of
the experiment*
Vapor pressure of isopropyl ehlorocarbonate:
The most diirect way of controlling the concen
tration of isopropyl ehlorocarbonate which enters the
reaction vessel, either with or without carrier gas,
is by evaporating it at constant temperature.

There

fore a knowledge of the vapor pressure of isopropyl
ehlorocarbonate over a moderate temperature range is
desirable*

The vapor pressure was determined using the

same technique as that used in the subsequent decom
position experiments*
Nitrogen gas was passed through a pressure regu
lator, calibrated flow meter, and then into two thermo-

Btatted bubblers cofttaining isopropyl ehlorocarbonate.
The saturated gas was then passed into a bubbler filled
with alcoholic ammonia*

The chloride which was liber

ated was determined by the Vohlhard method after neutral*
isation of the solution with nitric acid.

The duration

of flow was measured, and graphical correction was made
for fluctuations in the rate of flow*

The vapor pressure,

at the temperature of the isopropyl ehlorocarbonate
bubblers , was calculated by appropriate equations*
Measurements were made at temperatures from 0° C. to
o
SO C. The vapor pressure may be expressed by the
equations
logiQ pam • 8 *12&

~ 1976/T
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The data are Illustrated on Figure 4, and completely
tabulated in Table II*

Substantiation of the measure*

meats was obtained by comparison with the boiling
point of isopropyl ehlorocarbonate at 200 mm* (66*3° C.)
and at 760 mm* (104*5° C*).

The calculated heat of

vaporization is 9060 cal/mol*
The flowmeter employed was of the usual U-tube
manometer type, fitted with interchangeable capillary
orifices*

The manometer liquid was dibutyl phthalate*

This flowmeter was also used in subsequent decomposition
e x p e r i ments•

Calibration was effected by measuring the

quantity of water displaced from an aspirator in a

T m

VAPOR 'iMfeSQfftft OF XSOPROPYL CHLOROCARBONATB
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Xa&lo XX
fte

?ipor Frtrnre of leopropyl Chloro carbonate

f«9HotarO|^

Vapor pressure,aau

Method

0.00

7*67

Flow

0.30

7*38

Flow

13*9

16.14

Flow

14*3

16.44

Flow

14*3

17.00

Flow

19.6

22.4?

Flow

90*1

23.48

Flow

€6*3

200.

Bolling point

104.6

760.

Bolling point

measured time* correction again being made for fluctu
a t i o n in the rate of flow*

The slope of 1*0 of the

calibration curve when plotted on log-—log coordinates
Shows that viscous flow (Poiseulle'e law) is oecuring.
The volumetric rate of discharge was a linear function
of the pressure drop across the orifice, instead of a
function of the square root of the pressure drop, as it
would be if the flow were turbulent.

In the case of

viscous flow, the only factor, other than pressure drop,
affecting the volume of flow through a given tip, is
the viscosity of the gas*

The volumetric rate of dis

charge is independent of the absolute pressure within
the system, and independent of the temperature except
insofar as it effects the viscosity of the gas.

Cali

bration curves are shown in Figure 5.
Flow experiments?
The apparatus used in the flow measurement of the
rate of decomposition of isopropyl ehlorocarbonate is
illustrated in Figure 6.

The flowmeter and saturatore

are the same as were used in the vapor pressure measure
ments.

Following the saturator was a reaction tube

*IH , ten feet of 8 mm. pyrex tubing coiled in a helix
and immersed in a bath of hydrogenated cottonseed oil.
The absorption train consisted of the bubbler "M*1,
filled with ether-toluidine solution, and the absorbers
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Ha « # and "P11, which were filled, with anhydrone,
ascarite, and soda lime respectively.

All connections

from the point at which the ehlorocarbonate was vapor
ised to the point at which it was absoroed in the
analytical bubbler *<MH, were standard taper glass
joints*

The three-way stopcock

on the exit side

of the reaction tube was graphite lubricated*
To eliminate any possible contamination of the
reaction mixture with oxygen, the nitrogen was scrubbed
with 1laser's (16) solution, which is prepared as
follows:

60 grams of sodium hydroxide and 7*5 grams

of sodium anthraquinone beta sulfonate were added to
400 ml* of water*

To the hot solution was added 60

grams of sodium hydrosulfite (Ka^S^O^)*

After cooling,

the resulting blood-red solution was transferred to the
gas-washing bottles*
A bubbler of lead acetate solution as recommended
by fleser for the removal of possible sulfide vapors
followed the x^ieser's solution*
bubbler

A sulfuric acid

for drying the gases, and the sulfuric

acid filled pressure regulator completed the scrubbing
train*
In the calculation of the true volume input rate
of the carrier gas, corrections for the effect of
temperature on the viscosity of the gas were intro
duced*

As Poiseulle's law was obeyed in the present
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apparatus, the correction was applied directly by
factors determined from data in the literature*
The downstream pressure from the flowmeter was
observed on the open arm mercury manometer, "F"•
This also served as a safety valve in the system.

In the majority of determinations, the saturator
»HW and the presatur&tor mg m were kept at 0° C • in
Dewar flasks filled with ice*

The eaturator thermo

stat in any case was covered and the liquid filling
the thermostat was carefully stirred*

The temperature

of the pre eaturator was maintained within a decree or
so of that of the saturator*

During the course of

many runs the ehlorocarbonate level in the saturator
changed only slightly, showing that the carrier gas
was practically completely saturated in the pre satur
ator •

In order to determine the pressure in the reacting
system it was necessary to consider the pressure drop
through the various pieces of apparatus following the
reaction tube *1**

The overall pressure drop was most

easily measured by passing the exit gases through the
free exit side

of the three way stopcock :M«J” and

measuring the level of water in the cylinder **L" re
quired to give the same rat© of flow as that prevailing
during the run in question*

This "head4*, converted to

mm* of mercury, and added to atmospheric pressure, gave
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the pressure which existed in the reaction vessel.
The use of a back pressure in the free exit arm
previous to a run allows a steady state of vaporization
and decomposition to be attained at essentially the
same rate ef flow as that prevailing during the run.
Small deviations in the flow rate are negligible, as
approximately 3000 ml# of gas are passed through the
75 ml# reaction tube during the course of the run.
Thereby a ten percent deviation in the pre-run flow
rate would Introduce an error of 0.25% in the total
input.

However| if such a procedure were not followed

and there was no flow in the system before a run, a
2.6% error would be produced, which would be too large
to be neglected.
Due to the evaporation of the ether in the chilled
bubbler

the pressure drop through this unit was

decreased, and a slightly more rapid rate of flow of
gas through the system occurred a s the run progressed.
The total Increase in the rate of flow wee of the order
of a few percent.

In order to account correctly for

the total quantity of ehlorocarbonate vapor passing
through the system, graphical correction was mad© for
the variation in flow rate, and the total volume of
input gas was computed from tnis corrected flow rate.
To eliminate the error due to absorption of ether

in the ascarite absorber , the temperature of* the
toluiclineither bubble tube was maintained at 0° €•
in a thermostat, and in addition sufficient carrier
gas was bubbled through the system to insure equilib
rium of adsorbed ether on the ascarite •
In the calculations allowance was made for hue
air space between the surface of the ether in bubbler
**" and the ascarite tube »0", estimated to be 30 ml.
A volume ratio correction was made to the observed
weight of carbon dioxide, as the dead air had to be
displaced before the carbon dioxide in the reacted
gases could reach the ascarite*
Before use the system was flushed with pure
nitrogen gas after evacuation by a water aspirator*
This procedure was repeated four or five times until
all the oxygen in the system was replaced by niti'ogea*
Bough calculation shows that four evacuations to
40 mm* will reduce the oxygen content of the system
to *00015%*

This was considered adequate removal of

oxygen*
Flow was begun an hour or so before the start of
a run through the free exit side of the outlet ”J H*
suitable back pressure was maintained so that the
steady state closely approximated the anticipated
conditions of the run*

The stopcock "J

was then

turned to pass the gases through the bubbler

and

A
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the electric timer wee started#

Observations or the

rate of n o w and o f the temperature or the saturator
wore wade at suitable intervale until sufficient gas
had passed through the system for analysis#

The flow

was then stopped9 and the analyses of the effluent
gases were completed as outlined above.
It was at first believed that at small fractional
decomposition of the ehlorocarbonate > it would be
possible to ignore the hydrogen chloride produced by
the decomposition of the isopropyl chloride#

This

would allow the percentage decomposition of the chlorocarbonate to be determined by direct chloride analysis#
though such a procedure was later found to be unsound,
because appreciable hydrogen chloride is formed) a
number of rune were made at 180° C» under the above
assumption#

These are reported in Table III#

The rate

constants are calculated on the basis that the chloride
found represented only the undecomposed ehlorocarbonate •
The principal point of interest in these runs is the
pronounced drop in apparent rate when the carrier gas
is

from air to nitrogen*

This appears to in

dicate a definite oxygen effect on some phase of the
reaction*
The development and use of the para-toluidine
method of analysis gave a distinct improvement over the
above procedure#

It became possible to follow the

Table IU
Initial Decomposition Experiments on Isopropyl Chlorocarbonate
Using the Flow method« Assuming ho Hydrogen Chloride Production#
Temperature of reactioni 180#0° C#
Total pressure within systems
795 mm«
Volume of reaction cells 82#0 ml#
Temperature of carrier gas at flowmeters
Run So*

Flow rat*
ec./aec.

Vapor prossura
Carrier
gas
Chlorocarbonate t
mm*

27° C#

Apparent Frae.
Oeeeapoaition
(total Cl)

k x 14
aeo“*

6

0,1667

29.2

air

0.320

1*06

6

0.1710

27.4

air

0.284

1.09

7

0.1912

28.4

air

0.265

1.13

8

0.2210

28.1

nitrogen

0.128

0.88

9

0.2282

28.6

nitrogen

0.103

0.47

o^The first order constant here is calculated on the basis that the
total chloride represented the undecompesed chlorocarhonate, and that
there was no production of hydrogen chloride at this stage of the
decomposition# As this is shown to he an erroneous assumption) the k*s
tabulated above are not characteristic of the Isopropyl chlorocarbonate
decomposition#
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disappearance of the ehXerecarbonate directly, without
any Inference at ail, as to the mechanism#

Furthermore

a check between the input gases and the output

possible*

became

The variation between the calculated input

and the analytically determined input of chlorocarbonate
was usually within 3 percent, or the run was discarded*
The discrepancy was usually caused by (a) inaccuracy of

the fleer metering t (b) errors in analytical procedure,
and (c) fluctuation in conditions affecting the vapor**
isatloa of the chlorocarbonate into the gas stream#
ha example of the data utilised in the determination
of a decomposition rate by this technique is i:iven in
Table IV, with the exception that the corrected flow—
meter displacement is given rather than the individual
measurements •
A second order constant was calculated by a form

of the usual second order rate equation.
££
where t is the average reaction time in seconds, a is
the Input reactant concentration, in mole/liter, F is
the fraction of reactant decomposed, andik^ie expressed
as liters/ mol second#
A eeriee of determinations have been made at
180°, 220°, and 200®C.

The results of these runs are

summarized in Table V, Table VI, and Table VII respec
tively#

Second order rate constant® were calculated
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Table IV
Representat ive Rate Determination b
Item

(a) Run number

the Flow Method.

Value

Me thod of
determination

180-6b

m

(b) Carrier gas

pure nitrogen

(c) Flow meter
tip number

#2

Apparatus data

75*3

Apparatus data

(d) Reaction cell
volume f m l •
(e) Cell surface/
volume > cmT^*

6.72

Apparatus data

(f) Reactor temp. °C
I t »)
°R

180.0
453*1

Observed

(g) Room temp. °C
<g*>
°K

25.0
298.1

Observed

0*0

Observed

(b) Vaporiser temp* °C
(i) Barometric
pressure, mm* Rg

Observed

766

(j ) Back bead for
equivalent flow*

cm HgO
(j •)

Same ,

ffla.Rg

(k) Corrected flow
meter displacement,
Cm*
(1) Weight of carbon
dioxide formed9 gnu
(1 • ) Equivalent grams
i-pr-CO^Cl• gm*
(m) Weight of
carbamate , gau
( m 9) Equivalent grams

i-pr-COr»Cl * gm*

10.0
7.4

Observed
(J)/l*326

164.1

Observed

.0078

Observed

.0217

(1) x 2.783

0.1710
•1083

Observed
(m) x 0.6344
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Table IV
(continued)
Item

Value

(n) height or
4 g d * gm.
(a* ) Equivalent gram©
i-pr-COoCl» gm*
o) Duration of
flow 9 sec*

0*1429

Observed

0*1222

(n) x 0.8549

12060*

p) Average flow rate
© room temp* cc/sec.
p 9) Average flow rate
# reactor temp*
cc/sec*
q) T<Aal volume
or flow, cc*

Method of
de termination

0*253
*385
3051

Observed
(e), (j ) 9 Fig. 5
(p) x (f#)/<g9)
(p) x (o)

r) Vapor pressure of
chlorocarbonate , mm*

6*49

Special
determination @

s) Calculated cbloro*
carbonate input , gm.

0.1308

(g*)> (q)(r), gas law©

t) Concentration of
chlorocarbonate in
input gas 9 mol/L.
u) Total chloro—
carbonate found, gm.

2.30 x 1C
0.1300

0

f)*(q)»(r>» ga© law©
(1») + (mf)

v) Deviation in calc*
and analysed input,%

0.6

(s)*(u)

w) Fraction of chloro*
carbonate decomposed

0.170

<1*)/<!») + (mf)

x

10

X ) HC1 produced as

equivalent grams of
chlorocar bona be

•0139

(n*) * (m1)

.640

(k )/(1»)

y) HC1

produced, mol
frae* of decomposed
chlorocarbonate

°C

Q/(u)
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table IV
CiiiUaitd)

Value

tetfeo& at
c ie te rm iix a tio a

773

« ) 4- U * >

1 * ) O v«N tU re a c tio n
praamra* ant*

(&*} lifftl

t

sfttii ti

(fell} tel* cale* it
giiiM

ar&er>

i/tel. sec.

fc*Cw}/ip 1)(t) 1 ■-(w )

T a b le V
D e c o m p o sitio n o f Is o p r o p y l C h lo ro c a rb o n a te
A t 1 8 0 ° C. I n Flow A p p a ra tu s *
T e m p e ra tu re i
C e l l volumes
C a r r i e r gass
Hun

Flow r a t e
c c ./e e c .
§ re a c to r
temp*

lie an tim e
in c e ll

In p u t c o n c .
c h lo r o *
c a rb o n a te
m o ls /lite r

1 8 0 ° C•
7 5 *3 m l*
N itr o g e n

F i r s t o rd e r
F r a c t io n
ra te
decomposed

ki x

10*

Second o r d e r
ra te » k p
L /m o l. s e c .

s ec *

x IQ4

HC1, H o i
fre e * o f
c h lo r o *
c a rb o n a te
decomposed

27

0.2262

332

6.76

0.242

0*390

1*42

0.385

29

0.3690

240

5.83

0*150

0.811

1.26

0*435

30

0.3770

20C

2.30

0*187

1.104

6.01

0.446

31

0.3778

199

2.30

0.155

0.907

4.03

33

0.3850

196

2.30

0*168

0.953

4.50

0.675

35

0.3850

196

2.30

0.170

0.966

4.54

0.645

36

0«3740

205

2.30

C *166

0.913

4.24

0.630

38

0.3990

189

2.30

0.148

0.850

4.01

41

0.3950

191
2.30
0.134
0.830
, 3f66
Average second order rate k#? s 3.62 ± 0*45 L./mol sec.
Average first order rates ki * Q.9I4xlQ* 3 ± 0.020x10** sec.
Average mol fraction HCls 0.535 ± 0.052.
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Table VI
decomposition ot isopropyl Chlorocarbonate
At 220° C* in Flow Apparatus*
Temperaturet
Cell volumet
Carrier gass
Hun

Flow rate
cc./sec*
@ reactor
temp*

Mean time
in cell)
sec.

Input cone*
chloro
carbonate |
mols/llter
X 10*

220° C •
76*3 ml*
Nitrogen*

Fraction
First order
rate.
decomposed
to x 1 0 3
A
sec x

Second order
rate) k*
L/ibo1. sec.

HC1| Mol
free, of
chloro
carbonate
decomposed

2

2*73

27.2

2*37

0.249

10.30

51.6

0.395

3

3.33

22.6

2.37

0.222

11.08

53.3

0.379

a

5*52

21.4

2.37

0.135

9.52

44.8

0.710

6

3*30

22*8

2.37

0.263

10*68

49*6

0.426

3

2.26

33.4

8*37

0.233

7.95

38.4

0.540

9

3.20

2 o .5

2.37

0.237

11.45

55.8

0.653

10

3.20

2 o •0

2.37

0.199

9.48

44.6

0.537

11

2.37

31 «S
8*32
0.232
2*37
40.1
0.643
Average second order rates kg g 47*4 ± 2.22 L./mol sec*
average first order rates &»
k. - 9.85 x 10*3 ± 0.44 x 10-3 sec
Average mol fraction EC1: 0.523 ±0*042

o

Table VII
D eco m p o sitio n o f le o p r o p y l C h lo ro c a rb o n a te a t 2 0 0 °C . i n Flo w A p p a ra tu s *
T e m p e ra tu re i
2 0 0 °C .
C e ll vo lu m ei
7 5 .3 m l* 1 8 .6 m l . , r e s p e c t i v e l y .
C a r r ie r g a s :
N it r o g e n .
t
Large c e lls
7 5 .3 m l, 5 .9 6 3 mm. d ia m e te r , S u r f a c e / v o l . * 6 .7 2 cm?*
S m all c e l l :
1 8 .6 m l, 2 .4 0 mm. d ia m e te r , S u r f a c e / v o l . • 1 6 .6 7 cm?1
Hu

1
2
3
4

6

6
7

8
8
10

11
12

C e ll

Flow r a t e
c c ./s e c .
re a c to r
tem p.

mean tim e
In c e l l ,
sec.

In p u t conc. F r a c t io n F i r s t o rd e r
c h lo r o *
decomposed
r a te ,,.
c a rb o n a te
k^ x 10^
m o ls /lite r
sec?1
x 104

Second o rd e r
ra te ,
kg
L /m o l s e c .

3.01
Large
0.426
177
0.517
4.11
20.1
184
0.411
Large
o .01
0.501
3.80
17.7
large
3.01
177
0.426
0.460
3.48
15.6
Large
0.430
175
3.01
0.465
3.56
16.0
162
Large
0.466
3.01
0.448
5.67
16.3
Average second order rate with large cell: k s 17.1 L./mol. sec. „
Average first order rate with large cell: k « 3.72xl0*3
O.llxKT3 sec
41.2
0.451
Small
3.01
0.0956
2.65
8.26
Small
49*5
0.376
3.01
0.1316
2.85
9.86
Small
39.6
0.469
3.01
0.1380
3.77
13.00
om&ll
0 .401
46.3
0.1109
2.64
8.68
3.01
45.8
Small
0.400
3.01
0.0705
1.62
5.34
Small
0.455
40.8
3.01
0.1600
4.37
15.05
Small
0*435
42.8
3.01
0.0869
2.16
7.18
Average second order rate with small cell: k * 9.62 =fc 1.37 L./mol. sec
Average first order rate with small cell: k ~ 2.85xl0"*3 ± 0.32xl0*3 sec’
Overall first order rate. Loth cells: k ? 3.21x10^ ± 0.25x10** see*

fa

to provi^ a tost of “the order of "the reaction

ether than tile intuitive indication based on analogy
l» tbs ethyl chlorocarbonate decomposition, and the
eemswhat ineonclueivs data obtained by the static
method*

la order to test for heterogeneity in the

decomposition, a mew smaller reaction tube was built,
consisting of about 15 feet of coiled 4 mm. pyrex
tubing.

Tbe surface/volume ratio

of this cell was

15*57 ca"^ while that of the larger cell was 6 .72 chT^.
M s was of this smaller cell at 200° C. gave the sur
prising result of a slight decrease in rate*

However

as this deviation was not marked, the results ox' the
determinations using both cells were combined to give
the average decomposition rate at 200° •

The respective

averaged results of the determinations by the flow
method at 150°, 200°, and 22Q°C. are as follows:
Temperature °C*

*’iret order rate, k ^ s e c T 1

180

0*914 * IQ-3

0.020 x 10"3

200

3.21 x 1G~3

0.25 x 10**4

220

9.85 x 10“°

0.44 x 10*3

These results may oe used to calculate the con
stants of the Arrhenius equation by the method of least
squares.

The following expression, characterizing the

first order decomposition rate of isopropyi chlorocar
bonate over the range of 180°C. to 220°C., was ootaineds

ISrmphlcal sijirsrigiUn dt t*hle r«suit, is shown in
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DISCUSSIOH OF RESULTS
It is the author’s opinion that the data permit
of certain generalisations with regard to the mechan
ism of the reaction* the heterogeneity of the process
and the order of the reaction.

The correlation of

these properties with similar ones of the ethyl chloro*
carbonate decomposition is essential*
Carder of the reactions
In the investigation to determine the order of

a reaction by the flow method* the usual course consists
in varying the initial concentration and observing the
effect on the rate of decomposition as calculated by
the first order (eq. 32-a) and the second order (eq. 34)
expressions.

If the reaction Is of the first order,

then the calculated second order constants should vary
with the inverse of the initial concentration.

The

Influence of reaction time is comparatively small.
Variations of the calculated rate constants resulting
from different reaction time are of the order of ten
to thirty percent.

Since the initial concentration i©

experimentally varied by several hundred percent, the
effect of reaction time may be ignored without seriously
affecting the argument.
75
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The data a t i l l u d la determining the effect of

iaitial concentration oa the calculated rate constants
•are obtained from Table V.

The results of this com

parison* shown in Table VIII, demonstrate conclusively
that the reaction follows a first order, rate*

The

first order rats constant, within experimental error,
did not change when the initial concentration was
varied threefold* whereas the calculated second order
rate constant was essentially in inverse proportion to
the concentration*

The fact that in all cases the percentage error
of the first order rates is less than that of the
calculated second order rates serves to substantiate
the conclusion that the reaction follows a first
order rate*
Homogeneity of the reactions

That the reaction is heterogeneous on fresh
pyrex glass surfaces is conclusively shown by the
results of the experiments using the static method,
where the rate was doubled on packing the cell*

This

packed rate appeared to decrease on subsequent runs,
Indicating that the reaction might become homogeneous
in a heavily coated cell*

The use of a heavily coated

cell in the static method was difficult, as it was
necessary to open the cell to introduce a new bulb of
reactant*

The air which entered the cell would exercise
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Table VIII
The effect of Initial Concentration
On Calculated Hate Constants#
high Concentrations

(180° C.)

Buns 27-29s

Average initial concen
tration! mols/L.

6.30 x 10

Average .first order
rate» sec?*

8.5 x 10"^

Average calculated second
order rate* L./mol sec.
Lev Concentrations

1.34

Huns 30-41 s

Average initial concen
tration ! mols/L.

2.30 x IQ"4*

Average first order
rate9 sec?1

9.2 x 10

Average calculated second
order rate9 L./mol sec.

4.27

Ratio of Initial
concentrations •

2 .7

Inverse ratio of calculated
second order rates.

3.1

Inverse ratio of
first order rates.

1.08
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a positive but indeterminable effect on the coating.
Besuits by the flew method indicated that the effect
ef oxygen was to increase the rate of decomposition.
In order to obtain and maintain a satisfactory
coating on the interior of the reaction vessel of the
flow method9 adequate precautions were taken to elim
inate ail possibilities of contamination by oxygen,

to use the cell without cleaning or flaming, not to
open the system to air, and to attain a steady state
of decomposition before starting a run.

It is be

lieved that these precautions resulted in a heavy
coating of essentially constant characteristics.
Ib order to test the effect of coated surface on
the reaction, a cell was prepared which had a surface/
volume ratio

of 16.6? cm**1 , while the larger cell

utilized in the earlier flow runs had a surface/volume
ratio

of 6.72 cm*"1 .

The data of this test are

summarized in Table VII.

Very surprisingly the first

order rate decreased when using this small cell {sur
face/volume, 16.67 cm**1) •

Though instances have been

reported in the literature where a similar behavior
was observed, notably by Hinshelwood (20), it is, to
say the least, not the usual effect of increased sur
face.

Hinshelwood attributed the observed decrease in

rate of the hydrogen—oxygen reaction to the ending of long
redt Lion chains on tue

of m e

reaction vcssel, wiier-iy
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increased surface shortened the chains and decreased
the observed rate*

However it was difficult to fit

each an hypothesis to the decomposition of isopropyl
chlorocarbonate * hence other explanations for the rate
decrease were sought*
It was known that the flow in the reaction tube
was viscous* as shown by an estimated Reynold's number
of 6*

The velocity of the gases is less near the tube

walls than in the center of the tube* particularly

when the flow is viscous*

Therefore the gases near

the tube walls would remain longest in the reaction

tube* and a larger part of them would oe decomposed*
From this consideration it appeared that the rate
constant might be a function of reaction tube diameter*
Under the usual assumption of a parabolic velocity
profile for viscous flow, an expression for the rate
constant was obtained in which allowance was made for
reaction tube diameter* insofar as it affected relative

flow velocity*

A simple transformation showed the

expression to be independent of the diameter of the
reaction tune#

Thus this hypothesis was not sufficient

to explain the observed variation in decomposition rate*
third explanation of the observation was suggested
by the work of Farkas (15) •

A plot of the observed

rate constants versus the surface/volume ratio may be
extrapolated to zero surface/volume, indicating the

so
value of tfte rateoonstaat when unaffected by surface.

Such a plot of the data, under consideration gave a
first order rate constant at aero surface/volume of
i

x IQ*3
ill signi^icance of aero surface/volume ratio is

tee-felde

It of course inaicates the situation if all

mrfase ie ramrod*

Moreover, it also represents the

r a m of infinite reaction tube diameter.

Mow in the case

Of large reaction tube diameters 9 the linear flow velocity
is decreased for a given reaction time , and the phenomena
of diffusion in the gas becomes important*

The equation

for the rase in which the reaction tube is very large,
and the diffusions! effects are controllings is given
My farkaa (16)«
*l« t * if? -

M

Calculation of the average data of the 200 degree runs
(fable VII) according to the above formala, indicates
that the calculated rate will be

4*3 x 10

if diffusion were completely controlling#

sec • >

Since this

value is in almost exact agreement with the value of
o

4*4 x 10

n

me*

obtained by extrapolation to conditions

where diffusion would be the controlling factor, (i* e#
sere surface/volume ratio)» it is believed that the

variation in apparent rate of reaction i© completely
accounted for by diffu&icnal effects rather than by
surface effects*

Consequently it is concluded that no
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effect of surface on the rate of reaction was observed,
axd that the decomposition or isopropyl chlorocarbonate
is essentially homogeneous when carried out in heavily
coated vessels.
The effect of diffusion tends to cancel out when
comparing actual reaction rates.

Particularly because

the diffusions! effects were small in the long thin
reaction tubes used in the experiments, the rate
constants, which have been calculated without specif leal*
ly considering this effect, are assumed to be repre
sentative of the reaction.
To summarise, the reaction has been shown to be
first order and homogeneous in coated vessels.

The

experimental facts may be represented by equation 3§t
klS 4.913 x 109 e-26380^ .
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The reaction products are isopropyl chloride, carbon
dioxide, propylene, and hydrogen chloride.

It remains

to consider the mechanism by which the decomposition
occurs•
Xechaniam of the reactions
The decomposition of isopropyl chlorocaroonate
may involve
(a) a chain mechanism, involving the p r o d u c t i o n of
some type of free radicals,
(b) consecutive reactions, in which isopropyl chloro
carbonate decomposes to yield carbon dioxide and iso
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propyl chloride, followed by an equilibri&tea dec amposition of isopropyl chloride ,

(c) a primary rupture yielding hydrogen chloride,
propylene, and carbon dioxide, fallowed by a rapid
though measureable equilibrium to yield isopropyl
chloride, or
(d) two simultaneous reactions, the one yielding

isopropyl chloride and carbon dioxide, and the other
yielding hydrogen chloride, propylene, and carbon
dioxide•
The probability of a chain reaction is remote*
Xn reactions involving a rupture into molecular

fragments, the activation energies are usually quite
high, of the order of magnitude of 50-100 k cal*
The frequency factors are usually 1013 or somewhat
larger (

), (

)•

Since the observed activation

energy for the decomposition of isopropyl chlorocar
bonate was 26*4 k cal* and the frequency factor
Q
4*9 x 10 , the mechanism does not appear to involve
& rupture into free radicals*

The lack of wall

effects And the absence of a series of lower hydro
carbons usually produced in cracking reactions further
Indicates that a chain mechanism is not involved*

This effectually eliminates the mechanism postulated
in (a)*

The analogous ethyl chlorocarbonate decom

position where a simple intramolecular rearrangement
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was postulated and a© evidence of chain© was round >
substantiates this viewpoint.
The occurenee of a reaction producing isopropyl
Chloride as postulated in <b), which then decomposes

into propylene and hydrogen chloride may be shown to
he incompatible with experimental facts*

Lessig (36)

observed that lsopropyl chloride decomposes with a
measureable rate of 335° C.

Furthermore the work of

kistiakowaky { 4 ) and coworker© on tertiary butyl and
tertiary amyl chloride showed that these compounds
decomposed in the range of 270°-372° C., with activation
energies of 46 k cal.

Thereby the rate of decomposition

would be expected to be very slow in the region of
200° C*> where the isopropyl chlcride decomposition was
observed*
nonetheless) some effect peculiar to the experi
ments in which isopropyl chlorocarbonate was decomposed
wight allow decomposition of isopropyl chloriae at a
measure able rate at 200° C.

At the apparent steady

state the static experiments showed decomposition to
65 % propylene and hydrogen chloride*

In accord with

mechanism (b) this would indicate an equilibrium be
tween isopropyl chloride * propylene and hydrogen
chloride*

Under these conditions the following mech

anism would be expected*
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i-CgHyOCOd

kl^ i-Cgll^l -+- COg
k g|

_g7

|k3

CgHg

-i-

HC1 .

Since the mathe matical analysis of such a process
is quits illuminating| it will oe summarised here*

At

time t, 1st
x

sb

y s
1 —
-x —
x-y m
+x+y •
1

1

mo Is COp
mols 6 3 8 ^, or HC1
original rnols chlorocarbonate
mols chlorocarbonate at time t
mo Is isopropyl chloride
total mols gas present*

Then,

s kl(l-x)

£§

<l-x) s «~kl*
4
¥ * k2<x-y) +
dt
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This differential equation for y is not easily
solved by the usual methods*

He course was had to a

method of numerical integration, the modified Suler
method (63)•

By making the reasonable assumptions

that k^ s <#001 sec* , kp s kg s 13005, the concen
tration vs* time curves shown in Figure 8 were ob
tained*

The values kp — k^ — *^0G5 are reasonable in

that they give the equilibrium constant of the pro
pylene , hyorogen chloride-isopropyl chloride reaction
as 1*0, and a consequent propylene production of 61 % 9

CONSECUTIVE REACTIONS:

THE’TnUNOfc^OE
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which essentially agrees with experiment•

The de-

duct ion from these integrated curves of values of the
function Fp -

allowed comparison with the results

of the static method*

As is seen in Figure 9* an

essentially straight, line is obtained on plotting the
logarithm of the concentration (PF - P^) versus time.
Furthermore the rate constant derived from this curve
agrees very well with those obtained by the static
method.

The slight curvature can pe eliminated by a

revised choice ox' k0
2 a n d k,c-*.
However plausible the above mechanism may seem,
it must be discarded#

This mechanism indicates that

during the initial moments of the reaction, the ratio
of the amount of HC1 produced to the amount of chloro
carbonate decomposed, (the ratio of the HC1 and COp
ordinates in Figure 8,) must be very low.

Only after

the reaction has progressed for a considerable time
(around a thousand seconds) would the hydrogen chloride
production even approach the equilibrium value#

How

ever the flow experiments indicate that the hydrogen
chloride production averaged 52.3% at 220°, and 63*5%
at 180°•

This agrees well with the value of 45—52%

as indicated by the kinetic determinations of the
static method#

Therefore mechanism (b) is not valid#

It is well to explain here the rather large vari
ations observed in the fraction HC1 a© determined by

tlis flow method*

This quantity was obtained by the

following formulai where all units are expressed as
equivalent grams of isopropyl chlorocarbonate 5
Fraction HC1 . T otal chloride - carb^ a t g

^

The numerator of the above fraction is the difference
of two analytically determined quantities of the same
order of magnitude} generally 100-200 mg.

The usual

precision of determination wae of the order of
1*0 mg. , or about 0*5%*

0

.5 —

The difference of the total

chloride and the carbamate was of the order of 5-10 mg*
Therefore the error in the calculated MCI values due
to the inherent analytical errors would be 5 to 10
percent*

Such an error would be caused by each of the

two quantities of the numerator*

In addition) the

usual errors in the determination of carbon dioxide
will also affect the precision of the calculated HC1
value*

However as the errors are random, the average

should be correct to within a few percent.
The values of 45-52% HC1 a© obtained by the static
method} if in error, are slightly law, a© the reaction
was allowed to run until no pressure change was observed
in thirty minutes, and the reaction may not have been
sensibly complete*

If such were the case, the true

flxxal pressure would be slightly higher than the ob
served valuet and IIC1 production accordingly raised

slightly*

The diff©rence between the static and. flow

methods is small however, and within the experimental
error•

Since the static method involved, reaction times

of the order of ten thousand seconds while the flow
method used the much shorter reaction times oi 25-300
seconds| it is concluded that the production of iiCl
end propylene is constant over these ranges*
The possibility of mechanism (c), an Initial de
composition producing carbon dioxide, propylene and
hydrogen chloride, followed by a rapid equilibriation
to yield the isoprepyl chloride is precluded by the
following considerations*

In order to maintain an

essentially constant percentage of hydrogen chloride
production in both the early and the later stages of
the reaction, the equilibriation would have to be far
more rapid than the initial rupture*
As previously pointed out* the work of bessig (36),
Kistlakowsky (4 ) and others indicates that an extremely
slow decomposition of isopropyl chloride woulu occur at
200° C* with a half life period estimated at 6000 hours*
If equilibrium occurs at 50% hydrogen chloride
production, corresponding to an equilibrium constant
of 2*0, then the reverse reaction must be half as fast
as the forward reaction*

The experimental values for

HC1 production in our experiments were 52-53%*

riince

eo

^

to produce hydro&an chloride is «xtf«iaalj

slew* it appears certain that the ravers* equiliorfating
reaction will not hove o measurable rate at the tester**
stereo O M d in this Investigation,

on this basis the

nsrhonlirni postulated in (c) is not tenable*

n o fourth alternative mechanism seems to be
sound*

This postulates tee simultaneous reactions »

sash Masrlfig at about the ease rate {otherwise 53%
hydrogen dloridt production could not be maintained
throughout the course of the reaction) •

The first

reaction Is a dissociation of isoproyyl chloro carbonate to produce lsopropyl chloride and carbon dioxide)
in the second reaction* which occurs simultaneously*
lsoprapyl chlorocarbonate decomposes to yield hydrogen
chloride* propylene and carbon dioxide*
i-C g liy P C O a

------- * i- C ^ C l

i-c^Hyococi

>mi +

+ C O *.

Jg

+ co*>*

Beth of these reactions are homogeneous and first order*
SquiUhriation of the propylene and hydrogen chloride
te yield isopropyl chloride* or conversely* decomposition
of lseprepyl chloride* occurs very slowly*

The observed

rate of reaction is a composite ol the rates of decoiejpesltlen by the above mechanisms* and the constants in
the Arrhenius equation (eq.

are representative of

the combined reactions*
This mechanism Is in complete agree went with the
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observed experimental facts,

further it is not open

to tiie criticisms which vitiate the former mechanism© •
Intuitive support of this mechanism as well as
an understanding of the details of the reaction process
is gained by considering the results from the stand
point of the theory of absolute reaction rates, and
correlating the reaction with the analogous decom
position of ethyl chlorocarbonate•
The ethyl chlorocarbon&te decomposition was
found to obey the following expression}

k1« 5.5 x 1010 e-2aCL0/HT.
Splitting out the term for entropy of activation, the
expression say oe rewritten}
k^T ^-10.34/R e-29410/HT

^

The entropy of activation for the decomposition
of the ethyl compound, -10.34 £*^U» Indicates that as
the activated complex has a lower entropy than the re
actants, a special configuration, more ordered than
that of the reactant, is required.

Such arrangements

have oeen postulated in a number of cases (bl) (11)
as being a ring-like structure*

Here several degrees

of freedom, particularly internal rotations, are re
stricted, and their contribution to the entropy may
he subtracted from that of the r t;<uct ^ n i < t o oooc^-iii
t ,h a t o i

tiiO

a c t iV c t L e c i c o if i ^ l e x .

Changes in the configuration and thereby in the moments
of inertia of a molecule , also will result in a change
in entropy*
Wood <70) lias shown that the most probable con
figuration of the chlorocarbonates is one where the
H - 0 - C ^ 1 group is arranged in a ring-like form* with
the chlorine nearest the alkyl radical, this position
probably being in resonance with a similar position in
which the carbonyl oxygen is nearest the alkyl radical*
The two configurations are:
CHg
Cl—

O

CH3

C = 0

I

—

0

0 = C — Cl

II

On the basis of the first configuration, with the
chlorine nearest the alkyl group, Kirby (-0) has
carried out a calculation of the critical portions
the potential energy surface of the group C - O - C t ^ *
He found a well defined maximum, of 23 *3

k c a l , no

account being taken of the effect of the groups sub
stituted on the alkyl carbon.

This is in reasonably

good agreement with the observed activation energy*
A mechanism of the decomposition was postulated in
which the chlorine atom moved smoothly in to fora a
bond with the alkyl carbon, and carbon dioxide was
simultaneously ejected from the molecule.
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Such a mechanism agree© well with theory, and
with observed facts*
If for the moment it be assumed that such a mech
anism holds for the corresponding part of the isopropyl
chlorocarbonate decomposition, in which isopropyl
chloride and carbon dioxide are produced, what may be
expected for the reaction producing propylene, hydrogen
chloride and carbon dioxide?
The m e t logical hydrogen atom which the chlorine
may approach and combine with is one of hydrogen atoms
attached to a methyl group*

This is particularly

easily seen by reference to accurate three-dimensional
(Hlrshfelder) models, whose atomic sizes, bond distances
and angles are reasonable reproductions of those known
to exist in actual molecules*

To allow combination of

the chlorine with one of these hydrogen atoms of a
methyl group, the wring* will involve at least two more
atoms, yielding a six membered pseudo-ring*

Such ring©

are somewhat similar to the familiar chelate ring© of
organic chemistry*
The reaction could then be completed by splitting
out a hydrogen chloride molecule ♦

The subsequent

electronic instability of the remaining fragment would
then immediately result in a rearrangement, ejecting
carbon dioxide and yielding propylene*

The inclusion of two more atom® in the ring will
involve a corresponding loss in entropy on forming the
larger ring.

It may he presumed that the partially

hindered rotation of both methyl groups will be com
pletely restricted except for small vibrations.

A loss

of .sever! entropy units would result.
The particular configuration which appears to
offer the greatest probability of the chlorine-hydrogen
interaction is one which the chlorine atom rests be
tween the two methyl groups attached to the central
carbon atom of the isopropyl radical.
figuration 1, shown in Figure 10*

This is con

Such a configuration

is somewhat difficult to attain, and relatively fixed
once it is attained.

As this configuration is more

ordered and less random than the other possible states,
it should be the configuration of lowest entropy.
Configuration I (Figure 10) is assumed to be the
activated complex for the reaction producing hydrogen
chloride.

Since there is no equivalent configuration

for ethyl chlorocarbonate > the decomposition of the
ethyl compound produces no hydrogen chloride.

This

interpretation account© for the experimentally observed
facts.
In any case, if the hydrogen chloride p r o d u c t i o n
results from a ring-like activated complex .involving
six atoms, the entropy of activation for t h i s part of

COMF1 GURATI0H5 OF THE ACTIV'VF! 1> OOMi iS::OiS
(CHXCtl O C O

CHz -CHCH5 +HC\ + CO z
FIGUHE 10

Cl
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tee reaction will be negative in sign and larger in
absolute value than teat for the configuration pro-

teeing isopropyl chloride•
Eence tee frequency factor will oe lower for tee
reaction producing hydrogen chloride*

It follows teet

eince this reaction ha® essentially tee same rate as
tee reaction producing isopropyl chloride > therefore
tee activation energy for the hydrogen chloride pro
ducing reaction m e t be lower than for the reaction
producing leoprepyl chloride*

How as it is a reason

able assumption teat the frequency factor and activ
ation energy of tee reaction producing isopropyl chloride
are very nearly tee saae as for tee decomposition of
ethyl chlorocarbonate| it follows teat the frequency
factor and activation energy for tee overall decom
position of isopropyl chlorocarbonate should ^e lower
y u m for tee decomposition of ethyl chlorocarbonate •
This agrees with the experimental facts*
In view of the experimental evidence and the
arguments presented to this point * it appears that the
experimental facts with respect to the overall rate may
be interpreted accurately oy tee folio wing equations
if

'-KMO/&*

M

In particular, there Is an entropy difference oi’
4*£ K. Um from tee value of -10*34 &• U* observed in
tee ethyl e&Loro carbonate do compos it ion*

3ince in tee
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decomposition of isopropyl chlorocarbonate} the hydrogen
chloride producing re act*ion occurs to the extent of about*
fifty percent* , its entropy of activation must be hi fie rent
in o m the composite entropy (-16*15 K. U.) by about - 4
E* U.

*8

this suggests an entropy of activation for the

hydrogen chloride producing reaction of about

-20

E* U.

If such is the case the activation energy fox* this re
action may be calculated as 2&0QC -.cal*

Since entropy

values of as mutch as -18 E. U. have been observed for
four-atom rings ( 9 )» the above entropy value appears
to be quite reasonable*

Furthermore the above mech

anism appears to be the only reasonable one which will
account for the fact that the decomposition of ieopropyl
chlorocarbonate produces hydrogen chloride, whereas
the decomposition of ethyl chlorocarbonate does not*
Qualitatively, on the basis of the above mechanism*
the hydrogen chloride producing reaction, h a v i n g the
lower activation energy should give l e s s c h a n g e in rate
with temperature*

Therefore the relative p r o d u c t i o n of

hydrogen chloride would be expected to f a l l o f f as the
temperature rises*

If one wishes to trust the data so

far, it will be remembered t h a t at 180^, tie a v e r a g e
hydrogen chloride production, as found by tne f l o w
method, was 5 3 * 6 % of the chlorocarbonate d e c o m p o s e d ,
while at 22CP the average was 62.3$&.

This

is in

agreement witfc the above prediction.

However it is

questionable as to whether these averages are suffic
iently precise for this to stand as quantitative con**
firmation of the prediction.
Thus the experimental data have shown that the
decomposition of isopropyl ciilorocaroonate is first
order and homogeneous in heavily coated reaction
vessels.

It has been shown that two simultaneous

decompositions occur at essentially equal rates.

The

postulated mechanisms correlate well with the analo
gous decomposition ox ethyl chlorocarbonate, and are
in accord with the theoretical considerations involved
in the analysis of the reactions.

SfflMAR?

la d tv t l d p i ^ the flew technique for the invest i ^ t l ee •! the I#composition o f isopropyl ehlox^oear-benate, it worn necessary to determine the variation of
the vapor p r e a s m e of isepropyl ehlorocarbon&te with
U^ftP&tuPt,

This relationship nay be expressed by

the fallatihi equation*

le«10 Pa* m 8*128 - 1879/t*

3§

A method Ter the estimation of isopropyl chiorocarbonate and hydrogen chloride in the presence of
isoprepyl chloride has been developed*

the chlorocar-

honate is determined as a result of its reaction with
para toluldlne in ether solution to form Si«para telyl
isopropyl carbamate •

Total ionised chloride is then

determined grerisetrically, and hydrogen chloride is
estimated by the difference between total chloride and
the carbamate equivalent*
An equation has been derived for the precise
evaluation of rate constants determined in flow systems
* carrier gas*

This equation takes into account

the accelerating effect on linear flow rate which is
produced by the decomposition of & reactant mo l e c u l e
9e
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into two or more particles.
The thermal decomposition of isopropyl chlorocarbonate has been observed in tne ga© phase between
ISO

C* and 220° C * , using both static and flow methods*
The decomposition was shown to be first order and

homogeneous in coated vessels*

The reaction is hetero

geneous on fresh pyrex glass surfaces , but may be made
homogeneous by heavily coating the reaction vessel
with the products of the reaction*'

The first order

rate is expressed by the following equations*
36
26380/HT
The products of decomposition were found to ue carbon
dioxide, isopropyl chloride, propylene and hydrogen
chloride*

The production of carbon dioxide was found

to be quantitative whereas only 52-63% of the chlorocaroonate decomposed to yield propylene and hydrogen
chloride, the remainder yielding isopropyl chloride*
The mechanism proposed to account for the de
composition consists of the following two simultaneous
reactionst
i—C 3 H 7 OCGCI -- > i—C3 H 7 CI 4- C0 2
i—C3 H 7 GCGCI

—w HC 1 4*

4" CO^

43

These reactions have approximately equal rates between

101
XSO° and

220

° €•

Both reactions are homogeneous and

unimole eular *
Interpretation oi the results in terras of the
theory of absolute reaction rates has indicated that
the activated co^lexes involve a ring-like eoih'iguration of the molecule in each case*

Decomposition

then follows by an intramolecular rearrangement in
volving in the formation of isopropyl chloride or
hydrogen chloride respectively, and the evolution of
carbon dioxide*

The ring-like configuration of the

activated complex results in an entropy loss on
activation, and accounts for the low frequency factor
which was found*

The decomposition has been compared,

with the decomposition of ethyl chlorocarbonate and
the above mechanism has been shown to explain satisfactorilly the results of Doth decompositions*

In

addition this mechanism is in agreement with structural
considerations based on dipole moment studies*
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APPENDIX
DERIVATION OF THE HATS EQUATION FOB FLOW SYSTEMS
EMPLOYING A CARHIER GAS.

Notation:
A - reactant*
B — reaction product*
F — fraction of reactant decomposed*
1 - number of molecules of B» into which one
molecule of A decomposes*
k^- reaction rate constant» sec"**.
®Ao - number of mols of reactant entering reaction
zone along with w grams of air*
H a — number of mols of A, at a given time$ mixed
with w grams of air*
— number of mols of By at any given time 9 mixed
with w grams of air*
B£ * the number of mols of air in w grams of air*
P * the constant pressure which exists in the
system y ami*
p «• vapor pressure of the reactant \ initial partial
pressure of the reactant^ mm.
q - rate of input of air at flowmeter, cc./sec*
113

1X4
H

- gas constant, ce*mBu/°C*

T c • temperature of carrier gas at flowmeter 9 °K.

Tr - temperature of reaction zone,
t - time of passage of reaction mixture between
two given points In the system, sec*
- the volume of gaseous mixture containing w
grams of air, at point

1

in the system^ cc.

Vfg, etc* - volume of mixture at given point, cc.
Veell “ volume of reaction zone, cc*

w - any given small quantity of air, gnu
&■ • time required for w grams of air to enter

system, sec*
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Let us consider the passage of the carrier gas and.
'the reactant through a flow system composed of the
following* flowmeter} vaporiser, and a long reaction
tube which is kept at a uniform constant temperature#
The condition of the gas will be considered, at various
points along this system*

For simplicity in expression,

the carrier gas will he referred to as air, though this
has no influence on the derivation#
The following assumptions will he made 5 (a) that
decomposition occurs at a first order rate, (b) that the
gases behave essentially as perfect gases, (c) that no
appreciable mixing of the gases occurs along the direction
of flow, and (d) that almost instantaneous heating of
the gas occurs as it enters the reaction zone#

Total

pressure is constant in the system#
Ve will follow a small ©lug of gas through the re
action train.

Let w grams of air enter the system

through the flowmeter, at a steady rate of flow, in a
time 8#

Then regardless of variation in temperature,

pressure, and composition, at any point in the system
w grams of air will pass in time #«
Point i s Flowmeter*

Compositions

Temperature :T0#
Pressures P#
Partial pressure of airs P*
Volume of w grams of airs V*^#

air only.
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Point

2

i

^ist after vaporizer#

Composition?

air and

reactant only*
Temperature* T0 #
Partial pressure of airs P ~ p#
Partial pressure of reactants p.
Volume containing w grama of airs Vo x
Point 3 s

P
P - p

•

JUst after entering reaction zone#

Composition of mixtures

air and reactant only#

Temperatures Tr .
Partial pressure, airs P « p.
Partial pressure, reactants p.
ttols airs K q ;

p

#

Volume of mixtures Vg - V-^ X
Point 4 s

At son© intermediate point in the reaction zone#

Composition: air, reactant, and reaction products*
Hols airs H q #
Mole reactants
Mol© reaction products: if the reaction he A -- ► IB,
where no distinction ie made as to identity of product®,
hut only ae to the number of mols produced on decom*»
position, Hb -

1

(11,40 “ % ) *

Volume of mixtures V4 - V 3 x H c -t i^Ao " (i-l)NA

Point, 5 a

bet point © be chosen as that point at which

the slug containing w grams or air is found after a
time dt later than that at point 4*

This will be a

distance Vg — V 4 • dV cc* away from point 4*
If no reaction occurred*
dV» - (V4 /«)dt*
Mow by reaction, - dN4 - *iMa dt
and dM» - - i dNA .
B
A
Thence, dN = dMA -H dHB - (i-1) k xMA dt*
The volume change caused by reaction iss

- (i-1 ) k xNA

aif"

-R..Tx

dt.

Then the total volume change in time dt iss

„ A la
I

8

x “c + 1

1

*C+*i»

dv - fv a<Kc + * «a q ) ,
[»

(*C + »Ao>

c

L

?

•<*:+■*»>]

J

and integrate the

Me may substitute dt z

expression between the boundary conditions V = Q,
Ba

9

M ^ , and V * V cell, MA « HA .

Such integration

gives the equations
klv cell = V9(IIC +■

1

mAo> 1r »Ao + (i_ D

® < * C + W

nA

„
P VBe calling that Nq - . „»1,
R T,

kj_-RTr {
L P

p

V3

«(Bc+»Ao>J

v\

p

NAo - —
x ^ — 1
a To
P-p

(n a

N, - $
and defining "the Trac tion de composed * F — — ~ ----£=-.
N1Ao
we may obtain the equations
„
%

~ u

V i X . fp + (i-i)p
i
,
1
= < M 4 —
5 -----10 w
+ (1-1)(kr 1/« ) » »J

Solving Tor kj_:

1^- j C {* +

-

Veell To *P~p)
VX Tr

-

Now the values of
arbitrarilly•

(i-1 ) P

(i-1 ) p F

and % were taken quite

let us now define Q s one second* Then

is the volume per second* and

- Q.

is then in its final forms

p + (i-pp
P-p

i _ .

"*

1—F

kl«
y« l l

Q

To

Tr

*]

_

<*-!>

P“P

P

g

ji-n

..2,g_

P-p

The equation
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